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Executive Summary

Purpose

Although the 1Tmtt~l States has invest,ed about $1 trillion in its highway
syst,ems, many 01’7he existing highways have deteriorated such that
they now req77h.cimprovement or rehabilitation. The use of cost-effective methods and l)roducts for highway rehabilitation is an important
aspect of highwnq, agent&’ efforts to improve highways and reduce
costs. Highway rt+abilitation decisions are complicated by unanswered
questions abo77t hcIV; allernativc methods and products (technologies)
will perform in pa\ cmtlnt systems over the long term. Interested in longlasting and cost-~+i’~~?ivc highways, the House Committee on Public
Works and ‘I’ransI M17-t
at ior and t hc S77bcommittce for Investigation and
Ovt,rsight askccl (; v ) to dctermint~ (1 ) how highway pavement tcchnologics are adopted I’oI, IISC’,(2) the cxt,ent to which the states 77s~selected
technologies, (:)I t IW criteria (cost or performance measures) the st,at.cs
77s~in adopting st~l~~~t~~l
tt~chnologies and (4) barriers that prtlvcnt the
stattas from adopt I ttg stalected technologies.

Background

The Federal Hi,gh\vay i\tlministratitm (YWV~)of the U.S. Department of
Transportation I I Nri’) and state highway agcncics share responsibility for
cor7structing. mait~~;tinrng, and rt,habilit ating the highways. Part of this
responsibility IS W*IWIing fcasiblc solut7ons to highway problems from
among t,ombin;7771)I s ()t‘ altt~rnativc met hods and tho77sands of produtats
int rod77ctld ant1 c~v;ll77;trcdby a diverse t’edt,ral. state, and industry
research and d~~\-t+)l)n7entcomm7mity. NIV:.\ and state highway officials
g77idanccato higher ;o irgt~ncirs t’nco77rages formal tt~chnology evaluation
and adcqi7att’ CIIK’IIrnt>t7tat,ionof purformancc data. IIowevcr, highivay
rc>scarch ttffor7 :, ;I 1’1cFt’tt’r7 fragment cd and, according to FINX a lack of
uniformity in \\ t’ I ’ (‘t-.I52177ations at’ftk(.ts t tLc risc,fulness of t hr
information.
‘1’0 sclert approl~&~~ rehabilitation tcc.hnologies. highway engineers
sho77ld. to t htl (‘Y-c‘nt ljossiblc. idcnt,ify causes of pavement deterioration,
collect and ;rn;il> 11‘dirt it on physical conditions. and project traffic loads.
I Iowcvc~r. t ht~st~7.~~kbarc\ mad<, diffir77lt bccal7se both separate and
interacting t~l‘fi~~q 01 I heir c~omponcnth art’ not well 77ndcrstood. In addition, dc>risitms ;u t’ c~m~plit~atctlby t~)st considcraWms and other fac%ors
7lniqntl to tl7c>(‘II’. I ~o~rtt7t~nt
bvith7n tlach highway agt~~cg.
Highway rrst’at’( II 1s 11owbeing coordinat,t~d in six critical areas 77ndet
the Strategic I ligh W;I,I liestwt~h Program, intended to produce solutions
to long-standiIIg I7~ghway reseal-t-h net>ds,incl77ding developing a better
77ndcrstanding 01’ t INSpropt’rtic,s of asphalt and concrete and developing
a dat,a hasty to IN,I;~rmdcrstand t.ho int caraction of traffic. rlirnatc. and
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B-227722
August 12, 1988
The Honorable James I,. Oberstar
Chairman, Subcommittee on
Investigations and Oversight
Committee on Public Works and
Transportation
House of Representatives
Dear Mr. Chairman:
This report responds to a joint request from you and the late Chairman James J. Howard
that we determine (1) how the states adopt highway pavement technologies for use, (2) the
extent to which the states use selected tt~chnologics, (3) criteria the states use in adopting
selected technologies (such as cost or performance measures), and (4) barriers that prevent
the states from adopt.ing selected tee-hnolclglcs.
Copies of this report will be sent to the Dr>partment of Transportation. We will also make
copies available to interested organizations. as appropriate. and to others upon request.
Sincerely yours.

Eleanor Chelimsky
Director

-

research review committees to select and prioritize potential technologies for test and t~\7nluation.
For most of the six technologies, the literature review was the method
used most to e\;alllat<> tc,rhnologies, followed by the use of other states’
information. As hot h providers and receivers of technology information,
highway agencitls diffc,r in their levels of effort dedicated to technology
transfer functions. ‘I’wvcnty-one states have a formal technology transfer
office, 24 have wit-kly varying Icvels of resources to perform t,hc fumtions. and 0 ha\,c, III I 5rlc.h functions.

Extent of Use, Criteria,
and Barriers

Iiighway agency ol’f’i~lals’ responses illustrated their use of the six technologies, their c>valu;rticmcriteria and results, and the importance of
various other fac.1ors in adopt ion decisions. There was generally widespread use of the>SIX technologies; all highway agencies used hot, mix
recycling. At least :N) agencies reported they have adopted or are currently evaluating t hrs five others. However, highway agencies’ experiences with the s(~l~lcd technologies varied widely, from about 2
months to 30 yc~~ for the same technology. Officials reported that first
performance and (.ost and then physical fact,ors were important in their
technology adoption dfScisions. Some key barriers that impeded technology adoption WW~ opposition by key dccisionmakers in the state, limited
cxpertisc in t htb t ctchnology application. and lack of the necessary cquipment. Conversc+y when thcsct and other barriers were absent. adoption
was facilitated

Highway Agency
Evaluations of Six
Technologies

To observe the tc~<~hnologyevaluation and adoption process from a different pcrspectivcn. KZOasked agency officials to submit the evaluations
that had most influtmccd their decisions to use these technologies. GAO’S
analysis revealed that their evaluations ( 1) relied on basic experimental
measures and rnrstllotls but often without control sections with which to
compare the rtksults of new technologies, (2) documented performance
criteria far mow t llan (,ost-effectiveness, (3) reported performance
results that dift’(>rcsdamong states and within the same state for the
same technolog> ;I nd ( 4) often did not have full recommendations for or
against use.

Recommendations

GAOmakes no rt~c,olnmc~ndations.

____--.

___-
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pavement performance.
ever, the important rok
that, the implementation
improve highways and

The transportation community recognizes, howplayed by local highway agencies in ensuring
of research results and technologies will
rcaducecosts.

In order to analyze the ttichnology adoption decision process, GAOsur\,cyed the 51 state highway agencies (including the District of Columbia)
and requested examples of their technology evaluations for six selected
kchnologies (see appcandix I ).

Results in Brief

IIighwdy agencies haveswidely differing levels of experience with the
six selected tcchnologics G.U)found that many elements or steps in the
adoption process difft>r ant1 t,he combinations of those steps demonstrate
differences in emphases and priorities regarding technology adoption.
Performance and cost arc\ the most important factors in agency decisions
about technologies. IIowovc~, GAO found highway agencies that used the
selertcd tcchnologics r~~gardlcssof evaluation performance results. The
agencies that have produced evaluations that influenced their adoption
decisions based them primarily on prrformancc criteria. From agency
responses, GAOalso ident ificd several other factors that might be barriers to the adoption of tc~c,hnology.
GAOobserved thrrc gcnc~al c,onditions about the decision process that
illrrstratcl the difficultks inherent in the adoption of cost-effective tcchnologies by highway ;tgt~~c%~ IIighway agencies tend to operate in an
cnvironmcnt where ( 1 ) pavement research, development, and adoption
processes appear fragmt,ntcd. (2) the highway pavement technology
adoption process tends tl Pvary by statr as well as by technology, and (3)
technology evaluations ;II’V often less than comprehensive in measures.
methods, and reporting (let ails.

GAO’s Analysis
The Technology Adoption
Process

Ilighway agency officials both receive and provide information about
technologies through tvc,tmology transfer. While highway personnel
receive information from various sources to learn about technologies,
most rely on HIM for their information. In addition. most rely on
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Agency Comments and
GAO’s Remonse

The Department of Transportation (uar) commented that this report
provides useful information that will be of further value and accurately
describes product evaluation deficiencies in many states. (See appendix
XI.) LX% also said it intends to approach the deficiencies through two
new initiatives: (1) research methodology training, including a possible
product evaluation guide, for state employees, and (2) the establishment
of a national testing and evaluation data center or network to help the
states exchange reliable evaluation information.
However. LUPexprcsscd a concern that the questionnaire ~40 used to
poll the state highway agencies was too lengthy and broad-based to generate accurate and quanfifiable answers. We believe that our lO@percaentresponse rate from the states indicates that state officials did not
consider the questionnaire too lengthy or too broad. Further, GAO used
an cxpcrt advisory panel to develop the questionnaire and pilot-tested it
in 5 states to ensure that tht content and language were understood and
considered acceptabk by a wide range of potential recipients. A more
complete discussion of INK’S comment,s and (L&S response are in chapt,er
5 and appendix XI.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

-

Members of the (.‘ongress have expressed concern regarding the costeffectiveness of various highway technologies used to remedy pavement
deterioration, Consequently, the chairpersons of the House Committee
on Public Works and Transportation and of the Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight asked us to determine
. how highway pa\ emrnt, technologies are adopted for use,
. the extent to which the\ states USC selected technologies,
. the criteria the states USC in adopting selected technologies (for example,
cost or performaru,c mcasurcs), and
. barriers that prc\,cnt stat,es from adopting selected technologies.
The committee and the subcommittee are interested in the adoption of
highway technologies that would lead to the construction of cost-effec,tivc highways While the United States has spent an estimated $1 trillion on the 1i.S. highway system. billions more will be needed to
preserve the existing highways. In recent years, highway deterioration
has received national ntt.ention because some highways need repair too
early in their drsign 1)friod.’
Highway construction efforts now focus on rehabilitation to extend the
service life of highway-s rather than on expansion of the highway system. Current tr;iffic demands are placing a burden on the highway system, and t,he number of roads needing repair is increasing. The Federal
Highway Admimst ration (t’u\v~\) projects that by the year 2000, approximately 41,000 mik*s of interstate highways and 970,000 miles of other
IN. highways wll rcquirc improvements to maintain their continued
use. However. it 13uncertain whether sufficient highway revenues will
be available to nrcSc3t
projected highway, improvement needs.
The following sect ions of’ this chapter outline the environment in which
highway officials must decide on alternative technologies.! This information provides ;r context for the data we obtained from the 51 state
highway agencic~ (including the District of Columbia) about, those
decisions.
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Figure 1.2: Distress

Caused

by the Environment

requires extensive data collection and analysis to understand the conditions existing at an individual project site. Among the major factors that
engineers include in highway design decisions and the selection of
appropriate technologies are
.
.
-

type and design of existing pavement.
existing pavement condition,
soil type,
climate and the need for drainage features,
traffic or loading, and
available technologies.
Since each highway section is unique, a technology that works well in
one section may not solve the problem of different circumstances. In
addition, performance of a technology may be influenced by factors
such as construction and maintenance practices. A further consideration
for selecting altermitivc technologies is that many available rchabilitation methods arc cxpcrimental. lacking full verification of performance:
only short-term data are available on new technologies. Officials may
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According to the pavement design procedures of the American Association of State Ilighway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), rehabilitation project engineers should select rehabilitation techniques, or
combinations of techniques, that will remedy deterioration or distress
signs in the existing pavement and, if possible, prevent future premature deterioration. In order to select cost-effective techniques, the engineers should also consider future costs associated with the pavement
section over its design period-that
is, life-cycle costs.
Many observed distresses may have several causes, and they must be
identified in order to select appropriate techniques. The factors that
cause distress in pavements also influence the performance of technologies installed in pavement. Figures 1.1 and 1.2 are photographs of distress signs that various rehabilitation techniques are intended to
remedy.

Figure 1.1: Distress

Caused

by Traffic

Because different combinations of methods and products are required to
accommodate site-specific. causes of distress, highway section design
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Federal, state. and over 30,000 local agencies operate the nation’s highway system. The slate and local highway agencies and FHWA share
responsibility for developing and selecting the best highway pavement
technologies. At the same time, at the national level PIWX is responsible
for reviewing and approving work done with federal funds, national
leadership and guidanc~e, and coordinating research and technology
transfer efforts under the>Kationally Coordinated Program (NW).
In addition, WV ng)tcd that the highway research community is multidimensional and mcludes other federal participants, universities,
national associatmns. and private sector research organizations. This
fragmentation among many organizations involved in research activities
leads to divcrsr and \oluminous information on technologies available
to highway officxials. Fragmentation of the transportation industry may
also hinder long-term. large-scale highway research efforts, because
resources and rc,x~jonsibility are spread among many organizations.
In their research (ll’l’ort~,the states and FIILVA support a large portion of
highway research and development through the highway planning and
research program. In fiscal year 1985. funds totaling more than pi,174
million were maclc,a\Glable for highway planning and research activitics. In t,hc same yr>ar. the states obligated $41.4 million exclusively for
research activit it’s. The states voluntarily pool 4.5 percent of their planning and res<liu.c,tlallocation to financct contractual research under the
National Coopcr~~tWV I Iighway Research Program (MXIW). structured to
respond to th(, rl~~~dsof 1he highway agt~ncics.
.._~

The States Conduct
Research and Evaluate
Technologies

~~~

State highway agc,ncic>smay evaluate highway technologies to determine if products 1’111
a need and are cost effective and to ensure that
they will not ~~r’c~ducc~
undesirable side effects. Highway engineers learn
about technologi(-+ and evaluatr them through W&‘&coordinated
research as wtlll as their own independent efforts. For example, highway agencies rq,ortc~ti spending an estimated $2.2 million in 1985 on
independent roscl;lrc+ activities of this type. Other than NCIIKP’S contribution. each Jrighw;q~ agency decides what research to conduct, whether
to focus on loc;~l (11’national problems. and whether to coordinate with
states and r~rn\ (,rxitic,s or to issue c,ontracts for research services. Howcvc’r. IFII\N asks Ir~ghway agencies to submit progress reports twict,
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also be reluctant to try unproven technologies for fear that the failure of
a highway section will ca~~seadded expense. liability, or public criticism.

The Major Causes of
Deterioration Are Not Well
Understood

According to AM~X). the lack of knowledge about the interaction of
sical factors that cause pavement deterioration limits engineers’
Ph Y-‘
abilities to accurately predict probable pavement performance. Despite
this lack of information, highway engineers should. to the extent possiblc, factor future effects of tht environment and traffic loads into pavement design in order to increase the likelihood that, resulting pavement
will perform well throttgtl its design periods.
The major factors influencing the loss of the serviceability of a pavement. about which data should bc collected, are age, traffic, and environment jtemperaturc and rainfall). i IIowcvcr. according to MS~KL the
scparatc or interacting ct‘fccts of these components arc not clearly
defined at present. ‘I’trc propcrtics of materials used for pavement conSIruction change with t inn,. and in most cases age itself negatively
affects the pavement. Ilowcver, very little information is available to
quantify either the precise cffcct, of aging or the effect of aging combincd with traffic. In addition, the states experience difficulty in measuring and projecting traffic loads. Temperature. rainfall, and soil types
also combine in ways that are difficult to predict or measure, causing
distress to pavements srtch as cracking and heaving from freezing and
thawing. In the same way’. inadcquatc drainagc of excess water from
pavements combined with increased traffic loads, especially the weight
and volume of CY)ITUTlr~fY~iill
vehicles. often leads to early pavement
dctcritrration.

The States and FHWA
Share in Technology
Research and
Evaluation

Alt,hough the federal government, through the highway trust fund, provides funding for construction and research projects on the federal-aid
system. the state and 1~~1 governments administer and maintain the
system and select pavement technologies Our earlier report entitled
Highway Technology: The Structure for Conducting Highway Pavement
Research describes the structure and funding for highway research and
construction.
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FHM’A also provides financial and technical assistance to states that evaluate technologies through t,cchnology transfer efforts under the experimental projects program and the demonstration prqjects program. The
experimental program is designed to encourage construction and evaluation of promising new or innovative technologies. called experimental
features, that have a limited performance record. A computerized data
file of the results of these evaluations is published annually in The
National Experimental Projects Tabulation. The demonstration program
is intended to accc4trate the adoption of technologies selected by FIIW
through research and development projects using hands-on demonstrations and construc.1ion projects as well as workshop training and installation into pavomcWs.

FIIWA,A~wI’I~~, ,rnd I he highway agencies also cooperate to share information about new prcbduc’ts. This effort. SPIX, t,hc special product evaluation list, providcns brief information about products the states have
evaluated. The June 1985 list has over 6,500 products submitted by 35
states. IIowevc~~. FII\M and A..ZSIIWcaution that the informat,ion is not an
endorsement or rc:jMicm of the products and that no conclusions should
bc drawn abollt 1tic, suitability of thcsc products from the list alone.

Efforts to Fill Research
Gaps

Recognizing that highway needs, particularly rehabilitat,ion. far exceed
available resour(‘(‘s and that innovation with careful targeting of
research is thp key to bridging this gap, FIINN commissioned the Transportation Rcscsar(+rBoard (1‘~) to study the problem, define rcscarch
needs, and devistb ;I plan for implementation.” The study committee
included reprcsc~ntatives from the transportation research communit,y
and federal, stat<,. and local officials. This effort culminated in the publicat,ion in 1984 of IW’S special report 202, America’s Highways: Accelerating the Scar& for Innovation. This study noted that because of the fragmentation of the highway rcsearclr and development effort, “progress in devclol)ing mprovcd materials and methods is too slow. uneven,
and inadequate to ~V~Vwith maintaining and replacing the rapidly deteriorating highway system.“; In response to this structural problem. the
study proposed t I I(%crc)ation of a Strategic IIighway Research Program
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yearly and final reports on all research studies using highway planning
and research funds.
Published research reports are intended to document the studies in an
adequate and timely manner and to encourage the distribution of
research information. Ilowcver, FIIWA officials have said that, in practice, a lack of uniformity among research reports affects how useful the
information is when shared among highway agencies. For example,
meaningful comparison among research reports is impaired because (1)
not all relevant conditions are explored, (2) available studies use different measurement techniques, or (3) the studies record different, characteristics of the process. In addiCon, the usefulness of evaluation reports
is limited because th(ay ;Iw (lither site,-specific or written in too highly
technical language.

Technology Transfer

defines technology transfer as the process by which research.
information. and new tt~c~hnologiesare transferred int,o useful processes,
products, and programs. Tc~chnology transfer activities arc included in
the Nationally <‘oordinated I’rogram, IIIWA serving as a bridge between
rosearch and t ho pram?ic,;ll application of technology. The main goals of
t hr I4ulology transf(>r 1jrogram are to
FIl\vA

* serve as a communicQmns link between the various sources of new
technology and the stat (1and local agencies that can apply the technology in daily operations ;I nd
. c’ncouragc organizational structures and personnel assignments throughout E’IIW;\and state high\vay agencies to help transmit available technology from any source to fic~lti USC.
State highway agencicls ~~rticipatc in the program through the input
and adoption of new tc~c~lrnology.
In an effort to implement highway technologies, FIIW attempts to verify
states’ research and dcvc~lopment efforts and evaluates technologies
under varying conditiotls. When verification produces positive results,
IJIIWIrefines research I’mdings and promotes the technology through a
number of methods, inc~litding workshops, films, manuals, and training
collrses. States have iIl>(, ostablishcd processes for coordinating the
technology transfc,r program with local highway agencies and I~IX

Chapter I
Introduction

Rehabilitation
Guidance Emphasizes
Need for Evaluation
and Cost-Effectiveness

FHU’Aand AAWIU have provided guidance, encouraging state highway
agencies to use cost-effective technologies for highway rehabilitation.
The guidance also discusses the need to collect performance data on
alternative techniques.
In June 1981, an E‘IIU:~notice on pavcmtnt management to headquarters
and field locations noted that

Although the, notlclL 11asbeen rancelled. FIIWAacknowledges that the
concept quoted is still valid and is conveyed in FHA’A’sdraft “pavement
policy” printed III ;I not,ice of proposed rulemaking in the .January 26,
1988, __.~.
Federal Register.
~~.~ The notice would require all state highway agentics to have a ~~nprt~hrnsivr pavement management system within 4
years of it,s issuamx’. The notice also advised that new pavement design
and rehabilitation Whniques were being proposed and used with little
knowledge of thc>il cost effectiveness and the ultimate effect on pavement performanc+s III addition, instances of serious distress developing
in new or new-l>, rc,habilitated pavements had occurred for reasons that
had already b(,cbn~lcscribed in reports or technical advisories.
In .January 198:3. I IIW provided &view Guidelines for Pavement Management to th(, rc,gional administrators for use in developing individual
review programs at highway agencies. Guidance for field offices is also
contained in t try, I ‘C38 draft pavement, policy referred to abovc and
AASHIU’Sguidrlincns on pavement management,. The guidelines note t,hat
while Fll\vA is no1 111a position to dictate how an individual highway
agency should cr)llt~c~tor use performance evaluation data, effective
management, 01’at myproduct requires feedback on performance and cost
of the product N’rt h reference to new pavcmcnt materials and t,echniques, the gllidol~nc~sstate that because of the number of years required
to devc+op ;I pa\ (~~nontperformance finding, experimental features
should be \vell rl~c~~lgl~t
ollt and C~valuatcd against, control sections on a
systematic basi<,
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(SHW) in order to concentrate research efforts in critical highway pavement areas.
Following the study, the Surface Transportation and Uniform Relocation Assistance Act of 1987 (Public Law 100-17) established SIIRP to
carry out research, development, and technology transfer activities strategically important to the national highway system. The act sets aside
up to one fourth of 1 pcrc’cnt of states’ total highway trust fund authorizations for fiscal years 1987 through 1991. FIIWA, which will oversee and
approve SHRI’ study proposals, anticipates that this one fourth of 1 perrent funding will amolIn to approximately $30 million per year up to
1991.
sur<t’.now established as a unit of the National Research Council, will
conduct research on six critical areas of pavcmcnt and bridges. The
focus of these areas is the development of new technologies to solve critical problems, including
identifying and defining the properties of asphalt in order to develop
specifications and test procedures;
. improving the economy. versatility, and durability of concrete in highway pavements; and
. developing a data basrs on pavement performance over a wide range of
conditions to cnhanw testing or comparisons of paving materials. This
will provide information about pavement performance, climate, and
traffic effects discussc,cl q,arlier, how these interact,, and the methods
that can be used to de((~rrninc associated costs.

l

SIlKI’ will also focus on ctlemical control of snow and ice, protection of

concrete bridge components. and maintenance and cost effectiveness.
The SHIWstudy committee recognized that the ultimate success of the
program is dependent on the ability of managers, planners, and others to
accept the introduction of innovative materials and processes. The committee also recognized. however, that efforts toward ensuring adequate
local adoption cannot f11l1ycommence until the findings of the proposed
research areas are kmnvn and found applicable to their needs.
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the importance of identifying causes of pavement problems,
. the need for engineering judgment in the face of incomplete knowledge
about pavement performance,
. the need for highway agencies to provide continuous feedback on performance of rehabilitation alternatives, and
. the use of life-cycle cost analysis to optimize solutions.

l

Factors Affecting
Technology Adoption

In summary, highway technology adoption is a state decision process
that involves input from a variety of sources. Factors included in this
process are collect ion of physical data, projections of future conditions,
estimations of economic and other constraints. cvahration of performance, and other tleclsionmaking activities and criteria. Figure 1.3 illustrates the cnvirtmmcnt in which highway officials decide between
alternative technologies. It presents the factors we discussed in this
chapter and criteria and decision variables presented in chapters 2-4.

Objectives, Scope, and
Methodology

The subcommittecl asked us to assess the principal factors that determine (1) the adoptlon of and barriers leading to rejection of competing
highway pavement technologies and (2) the extent to which decisions
are based on c’ost or performance criteria. After subsequent discussions
and agreement wit h the subcommittee. our specific objectives were to
determine
1. how highway t~avcment technologies are adopted for use,
2. the extent to wlmh states USCselected technologies,
3. the criteria st atcbsuse in adopting six selected technologies (for example, cost or performance measures), and
4. barriers that ~lr’c~vcWstates from adopting the six selected
technologies.
To answer these four descriptive questions, we employed a variety of
methodological approaches, including the development of an adoption
decision model, ;I re\Gw of the literature, site visits and interviews, an
expert advisory J~xK~I,the selection of sample technologies for examinat,ion, and two data cxollection instruments.
We developed an adoption decision model to capture the many elements
involved in a stat~b’sdecision t,o use a highway pavement technology.
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Additional FIIUN guidance to regional administrators, issued in Kovember 1983 on developing cost-effective rehabilitation alternatives, states
that there is no absolute method for selecting the most preferred alternative for a given project. However, the guidance includes the following
recommendations to be used along with a considerable amount of engineering ,judgment:
. Alternatives should repair the existing distress and prevent future distress, if possible.
. A feasible alternative normally consists of a combination of different
methods to return a deteriorated pavement to an acceptable condition.
. Alternatives should substantially extend service life.
. Traffic, climate, traffic control. and the like may dictate the selection of
a given alternative.
The same guidance cites 1ac.kof good performance data on rehabilitation
techniques as the wc‘akest point in the rehabilitation process and
emphasizes the need to provide feedback on performance of the various
rehabilitation techniques. An accompanying memo from the federal
highway administrator asked regional administrators to review their
states practices to cns11w they were following this concept.
The guidance also recommt~nded life-cycle cost analysis in selecting preferred rehabilitation alternatives and stated that the use of lowest initial
cost of an alt,crnativtB ah reason for selecting it is a poor engineering
practice that can lead to serious future pavement problems.

AASHTO Guidance

Guidance provided by L\SII’IO echoes that of PHWA.The association’s
1985 Guidelines on l’avcam(mt Management advise that pavement management is important hrc,allse of the change in emphasis from expanding
thta highway system to rehabilitating it and because there is marked
absence of factual informa( ion on the consequences of previous pavement management dcc,isions. In addition, a highway agency should work
toward developing ;I program to measure and evaluate the effects of
various strategies in tkhslgn. construction. and maintenance of
pavements.
In 1980, AKWKII)publisl~c~dthe Guide For Design of Pavement Structures,
which is a rewrite of t lrtx interim guide, first issued in 1972 and used by
state highway agem+, to d(>sign pavements. The guide supports FIIW
guidance in emphasizing
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The component,s of the decision model consist of state efforts to
learn about the technologies, to test and evaluate them, to use technology transfer as ;I means to both receive and provide information
about technologies deemed successful, and to adopt or reject them.
We conducted a literature review using the Transportation Information
Service and National Technical Information Service bibliographical
retrieval systems to gather background knowledge and specific technology information for our study.
We visited the state highway agencies in Phoenix, Arizona; Sacramento,
California; Denver. Colorado; and Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, to gain an
understanding of the pavement technology area in state highway agencies. We chose thcsc states for site visits because FIIU’Aand our preliminary literature rcvl(xw indicated t,hat these states are progressive in
their research and ~ml~lementation practices.
We interviewed highway and pavement industry experts to obtain opinions on which technologies are currently most important for states to be
using or evaluat,ing These experts were individuals in universities, state
highway agencir)s. I rade associations, highway research, and Fffw..
We formed an advisory panel (listed in appendix II) to develop a list of
sample technologies as a means to evaluate state highway agencies’
technology adopt ion processes, assist in developing the data collection
instruments, and identify barriers to the adoption of technologies. Collectively, the advisory panel had expertise in asphalt product research,
concrete pavemtn( product development, pavement design, new technology evaluation, stattl highway agency research administration, and SFIHP
activities. From our int,erviews and literature review, we developed a
list of candidatct rt>chnologies. which the panel helped narrow to six,
based on the following criteria:
. more than just a t’tsw states have had experience with the technology,
the technology appears to be successful and important for states to be
trying, and
. the technologies. taken together, fall under functional categories of
design, construction, and materials (asphalt, concrete, and
rehabilitation).

l

We selected the f’ollowing six technologies to examine as illustrative of
the technology adoption process:
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1.3: Factors Affecting
Technology Adoption
Figure

States’

FACTORS AFFECTING
STATES’ TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION
PROBLEM DEFINITION

I

+
CONSIDERATION
OF
ALTERNATIVE
PRODUCTS,
MATERIALS,
METHODS

\
\

T!XHMXXY
DECISON
PFVXESS
(CHAP. 2)

(CHAP

\,

CRITERIA AND
BARRIERS
(CHAP
31 /
’

4)

i

ADOPTED TECHNOLOGIES
-
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Chapter 1
lntmduction

the evaluations of the six selected technologies served as a method to
reexamine and reinforce the survey results.
Offsetting these strengths were time and resource limitations. which did
not allow us to determine the methodological soundness of the evaluations, examine the rationale for using particular methods or measures to
evaluate tcchnologlcs, or weigh the relative importance of evaluations in
agency decisions rc+rtive to other criteria.

Organization of the
Report

In chapter 2, we address the first evaluation question, how highway
pavement t,echnologies arc adopted for use in a general sense.
In chapter 3, WCaddrr)ss the remaining three quesfons-that
is: for six
selected technologies. what is the extent to which the highway agencies
use them, what c.ritoria were used in adopting them (criteria being either
performance and rest or physical factors considered in the adoption proWSS)~and what c~?denc~~was there of barriers t,o adoption’?
In chapter 4, WVprt:srlnt our analysis of a set of highway-agency produced research rcsports (covering the six selected technologies) to provide additional inslghts on the criteria used in adopting selected
technologies.
Finally, in chaptc,r .5, we summarize our observations. The Department
of Transportation provided written comments on a draft of this report.
ks comments are ~~re‘sc~nted
and evaluated in chapter 5 and appendix XI.
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fabrics to retard reflect ivc cracking,
crack and seat,
water-sensitive asphalt mix design,
hot-mix recycling,
edge drains (retrofit), and
undersealing and subsealing.
Our technologies reflect an emphasis on rehabilitation.
defines and describes ~~>lc~h
of the technologies.

Appendix I

We developed a questionnaire to understand and analyze the factors
that affect a highway agency’s technology adoption process including
potcnt,ial barriers to adoption (evaluation questions 1, 3, and 4) and to
determine the extent to which the agencies use the selected technologies
(evaluation question 2). All 5 1 highway agencies completed our questionnaire. In this report. wt~use the term “highway agencies” to describe
the Xl states and thrb Ihstrict of Columbia’s highway divisions or departments of transportation. To determine the extent to which the agencies
have evaluated the sc.lc~tetl technologies, t,hr questionnaire asked
whether they have protluctd written evaluations of the six technologies.
In addition, the respondents were asked to submit the evaluations that
most influenced the agency’s decisions to use the technologies. We also
dcv&)ped a data collection instrument, to capture data from the evaluations to illustrate evaluation methods, criteria, and results documented
in their evaluation reports identified through our questionnaire (evaluation question 3). Our questionnaire and data collection instrument are in
appendixes III and I\
Field work was contluc.lc~dbet ween Novcmbcr 1986 and July 1987
We solicited comments I’rom the Department, of Transportation and
advisory panel members on our draft report. The full text of FHWA comments appears in appendix XI.

Strengths and
Limitations of the
Study

Our study identified criteria influential in highway agency technology
decisionmaking and allowed us to contrast questionnaire responses
about the importancar of particular factors in decisionmaking with the
prevalence of these fat,tors in written evaluations. The questionnaire’s
LOO-percent response l’ate bvasa strength that allows us to speak nationally, or generalize. aboll thrl characteristics of a process that has not
been well examined or llndcrstood. Our use of case study observations in
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How Do State
Highway Officials
Learn About and
Select Technologies for
Testing and
Evaluation?

Technology

Adoption

Highway officials learn about technologies from a wide array of sources
and rely on these sources to differing degrees. For the purpose of this
study, we decided t,hat a technology introduced to a highway agency
does not have to be a “new idea” but need be new only to a particular
user. Our questionnaire results show that highway officials rely most on
FHWA, research and development laboratories at state departments of
transportation, and ‘ITI%and NCHRP. Forty-one respondents said t,hey use
PXW to a great exknt as a source to learn about highway technologies.
Of the 42 respondents who said they had research and development laboratories, 29 use t,h(slabs to a great extent in learning about technologies In addition, 34 respondents use IXH and NCIIIWt,o a great extent in
learning about, trchnologies.
In contrast, state highway officials do not rely to a great extent on
county or munkipai personnel, trade magazines, their own state highway field staff, or trade associations as sources to learn about highway
technologies. Table 2.1 illustrates highway agencies’ reliance on particular sources to learn about technologies.
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Chapter 2

Highway Agencies’ Technology Adoption
Process
In this chapter, we address our first evaluation question: How are highway pavement technologies adopted for state use? We sent the questionnaire to 5 1 highway agencies to obtain information on the many
activities, resources, and methods involved in a highway agency’s decision to adopt or reject a technology. We compared and contrasted questionnaire results about technologies in general and about the six selected
technologies, The selected technologies are used to illustrate the technology adoption process.
To facilitate underst,anding of technology adoption, we developed a
technology adoption decision model consisting of four elements: state
efforts to (1) learn about technologies (2) test and evaluate them, (3) use
technology transfer as a means to both receive and provide information
about technologies deemed successful and (4) adopt or reject them.
These elements attempt to organize our questionnaire data in a way to
view the technology adoption decision process. Adoption of a technology
may eventually lead to widespread use or implementation. However, as
an agency gains additional information about the technology, an adoption decision can be re\.crsed and the technology subsequently rejected.
Figure 2.1 illustraks the decision model through which technology
adoption
can occur wit Inn a state highway agency.

D&ision

Model

--

-b

Learning From Others’
or One’s Own Resources
,..................................................
Technology

Pagp 2.5

Testing

or Evaluating

Transfer
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other agencies; most responses were in the “no to moderate extent”
categories.
Also, respondents from 45 agencies said they used industry representatives as a source to learn about fabrics to retard reflective cracking. In
contrast, not more than 26 state respondents said industry representatives were a sour(‘cxfor learning about any of the five other technologies.
For general responses, only 7 highway agencies said they used industry
representatives to a great extent in learning about technologies.
Most respondents rely on state highway agency research review committees to select or prioritize potential technologies for testing or evaluation. Research rcl\.i(w committees are responsible for recommending
research policies, budgets. and project approvals and often are key components in detcrmiuing technology use in highway agencies. Thirty-one
respondents said they {Ised research review committees to a great or
very great extent in selecting or prioritizing potential technologies for
testing and rvnlu;Ition. Of the 50 respondents who said they used state
highway hcadqua rt ers staff to select or prioritize potential technologies,
24 respondents IISPheadquarters staff t.o a great or very great extent.
However, highway officeials tended not to rely on university research in
selecting or priorit iLing the potential use of technologies. We list the
resources states IIX’ to select technologies in appendix III, question 2.
_~~~

How Do Highway
Officials Test and
Evaluate
Technologies?

Data collected from testing technologies can provide an important tool
for decisionmakcrs who use the data as input for evaluating and analyzing cost-effective> alternatives. PYUAguidance encourages highway agenties to collect or 11s~’performance data and to provide feedback on
performance evaluation. We obtained information on state organizations
that test and evahmte technologies and also the extent to which highway officials usc~l the particular methods to evaluate technologies.
Additionally, chapt 1.r 4 presents criteria and methods state highway
agency officials do~umt~nted in written evaluations of the selected
t,echnologics.
Highway agency rcasponsesdiffer in the amount of technology evaluation and testing (.onducted and how agencies are organized to evaluate
technologies. The agencies test and evaluate technologies primarily in
state materials twisting laboratories, new-product evaluation offices,
state research and d(~velopment offices, or combinations of them. The
number of technologies these organizations tested or evaluated in 1986
ranged from nom> 10 over 75, Twt,nty respondents said their agency
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Table 2.1: Sources Highway Officials
to Learn About Technologies

Technology

Adoption

Use
Number of agencies
No, little, or
some extent

Source
National
FHWA
AASHTO
TRB and NCHRP”
TRIS and HRIS”

Great or
very great
extent

Moderate
extent

41

2

8

13

20

18

3

13

34

16

17

18

17

18

16

State
hvers~ty

research

State agency
laboratory”
Reoorts

research

and development

from other state aaernes

Nekproduct
Materials

evaluation
testlna

State highway
County

offlcc

lab’
field staff

or munlclpal

personrw

Peer exchange

6

7

29

9

24

18

8

10

19

8

18

25

31

10

~10

46

1

1

7

19

25

Industry
20

24

7

Trade associations

31

18

2

Trade

35

13

3

lndustrv

reoresentatlves
maaazlnes

‘Stale responses do not total 1 I ‘,1 illghnay agencies
cable or mlss,ng

Some responses were categorized

as not appll

‘,The Transportation Research lntormat~on System and the HIghway Research Inform&on System are
bibliographic information retrieval s/stems that provide lnformatlon on transportation and highways

In addition to asking which sources highway agencies use to learn about
technologies in general, we asked how highway agencies learned about
each of the six selected technologies.
State responses differed for the selected technologies compared with the
response for technologies in general, reiterating priorities and variability of highway agency decisionmaking. Highway officials also responded
that they relied on I~‘IIU;Z.
TIW, and NCHRP to a great extent in learning
about the selected technologies. Although both technology-specific and
general responses are similar for these sources, highway officials differed in their responses about sharing knowledge among one another.
Highway agencies that use the six technologies responded that they
used reports from other highway agencies more frequently than most
other sources to learn about the technologies. In contrast, responding for
technologies in general, they placed less emphasis on using reports from
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respondents reported using the experience of other states to a lesser
degree than for the selected technologies. Table 2.3 lists responses for
methods used to test the six selected technologies.

Table 2.3: Methods

Agencies

Use to Test Selected

Technologies”

Literature

revfew

Pool fund study with other states
Review

of other states’

Laboratory
Test sectlons
Developer’s
InformatIon

experience

testing
and experimental

prolects

data on performance
provided

by FHWA

Hot mix
recycling

Undersealing
and
subsealing

41

32

43

29

3

0

7

3

2

1

43

27

28

45

29-

30

16

0

~33

40

6

6

43

24

12

43

26

20

30

4

11

i4

4

34

17

9
20

40

23

21

Fabric

Method

Asphalt mix
design

Retrofit
edge drains

Crack
and seat
24

-

27

“Questlonmre
allowed sidle respondents to check all responses that apply number of agencies
responding “ar,es for cd, i- ‘esponse (tern

How Is Technology
Transfer Used in the
Highway Agencies‘?

Technology transfer can play an important part in the adoption of technologies in state Ilighway agencies. (As noted in chapter 1, FHWA defines
technology transf‘c,r as the process by which research, information, and
new technologies are transferred to useful processes, products, and programs.) Tcchnolog:S transfer can serve two functions in a highway
agency’s technology adoption process: ( 1) it allows the highway agency
to act as a rectk,c,r of new information from outside sources and (2) it
allows the high\v;t> agc’ncy to act as a provider or promoter of information to various oft’it.cs within the highway agency and also to other
transportation a#~ Icic>s( for example, county, local, or municipal agencies within the st;~t~‘).
Our questionnairc~ results describe how technology transfer serves the
functions above it1 t ht, technology adoption process. Earlier in the chapter, we presented nxsponses about the various sources of the information agencies rtlcc,i\ e on technologies and the extent to which they use
the sources. In this section. our questionnaire results describe how the
agencies are strut t I ~rcd organizationally to perform technology transfer
functions as botli rcsceivers and providers of technology information.
The qucstionnairc, results also describe the highway agency as a provider of technology in t’ormation by present,ing activities highway agency
personnel use to 1II‘I)motc kchnologies.
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tested 51 or more technologies in the various organizations. Some
respondents said they tested 5 1 plus technologies in each of two or more
organizations, resulting in high cumulative totals for numbers of technologies tested during the year.
Highway officials use various methods to evaluate technologies, but
literature reviews dominated other methods. regardless of organization.
Respondents also said they rely on test sections and experimental
projects as a method for technology evaluation. Highway officials do not
rely to a great extent on pooled fund studies, which are studies funded
by two or more highway agencies, nor developers’ data as methods to
evaluate technologies, ‘fable 2.2 shows the average response for each
method by type of organization. Average responses were based on a Fipoint extent-of-use scalr

Table 2.2: Methods

Highway

Agencies

Information
Organization
State materials
New products

laboratory
evaluation

State research
University
Pwate

Use to Evaluate Technologies:
Extent of Use by Method and Mean Responsea
Literature
State
Developer
Fund study
review
experience
Section data
data

and development

offkce

research

research

under state contract

Other

Office combination
Materials
offlce

testing

Materials
research

3 40

3 13

248

3 27

3 42

’ 50

3 65

2 44

3 21

3 33

2 50

2 71

3 17

3 42

2 42

3 57

3 28

1 54

2 78

255

1 92

2.82

248

1 48

1 91

2 00

2 00

1 96

2 40

2 20

2 80

3 40

2 00

3 40

2 50

1 :13

3 00

4 00

2 75

2 25

4 00

I 50

3 25

4 00

200

3 50

4 50

2 00

3 00

5 00

3 00

2 50

5.00

2 67

3.67

300

3 33

3 33

responses

and new products

Materials testing and research
development
offlce
New products
offlce

1 72

3 51
office

Provided by
FHWA

and research

evaluation

and
and development

testing, new products evaluation,
and development
offlce

and
‘Extent-of-use
scale 1 0 to IlllIe or 70 extent, 2 0 to some extent, 3 0 to a moderate
extent. 4 0 to a great
extent 5 0 to a very great extent
humhers
of responses
differ among response categores
Mean
responses
capture the relative extvnt of use for each method
based on the extent-of-use
scale Offlce
comblnailon
responses
varied lror~ Iwo to four respondents

Responses for methods wisedto test the six selected technologies also
indicated that litcraturc reviews were a primary method. In addition,
for four out of the six technologies, respondents said they used “reviewing other states’ experience” as a method to evaluate technologies more
frequent,ly than other methods. However, for technologies in general,
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Highway Agencies
Organizational Structure
for Carrying Out
Technology Transfer
Functions

Figure 2.2: Technology Transfer
for the 51 Highway Agenciesa

Trchnolo&v

Adoption

Most states have a mechanism in their organization either to receive
information or to promote t,he transfer of a successful technology.
Forty-five respondents said they perform such activities either in a formal office or through pc’rsons assigned technology transfer functions or
in a combination of both. Twenty-one highway agencies have their own
technology transfer offices. and 11 of these agencies have additional
personnel with techology transfer functions outside of the formal
office. Twenty-four agencies do not have a technology transfer office
but have persons designated to perform these funct,ions. Only 6 highway
agencies have neither a technology transfer office nor any person designated with technology transfer functions. Figure, 2.2 illustrates the technology transfer effort in highway agencies. Appendix V lists the
technology transfer staff effort by highway agency.

Efforts
Highway Agency Has a Technology
Transfer Office and Additional
Persons
Designated to Perform Technology
Transfer Functions Outside the Office

Highway Agency Has Personnel With
Technology
Transfer Function but No
Formal Office

Highway Agency Has Neither a
Technology
Transfer Office Nor Any
Person Designated to Perform
Technology
Transfer Functions
Highway Agency Has a Technology
Transfer Office but No Additional
Persons Designated With Technology
Transfer Functions Outside the Office
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Technology transfer functions are carried out in various divisions or
units within a highway agency. Of the 21 highway agencies with technology transfer offices, 7 offices reside in research and development,
and two offices reside in the administrative or state aid units. The
remaining technology transfer offices are located in various units of the
highway agencies. Table 2.4 summarizes their locations within highway
agencies.
__-Table 2.4: Technology
Location

Transfer

Office
Division

highway

or unit

Research

Number of
agencies
7

and development

5

Planning
Unlversty
Englneenng

and state highway

agency

cooperatlve

~4

effort

2

or operailcw

Other
Burea6f

materials

1

anti research

1

State ald unit

1

Admlnlstratlve

21

Total

Staff Effort Dedicated to
Technology Transfer
Activities

The staff effort dedicated to technology transfer activities ranges from
an individual staff member’s collateral duties to as many as 19 full-time
technology transfer employees. Agencies with technology transfer
offices reported a minimum of 1 and a maximum of 9 part-time staff
and a minimum of 1 to a maximum of 10 full-time staff members.
Agencies that do not have a formal technology transfer office but have
personnel doing t cchnology transfer functions also varied in range of
staff effort. Full-time staff ranged from 1 to 17 people, whereas parttime staff varied from 1 to as many as 63 people, as in the state of Virginia, where that many people perform technology transfer functions as
part. of their collateral duties on a research council. Nine highway agencies reported havmg staff dedicated to technology transfer functions in
both a formal offIce and outside the office in various divisions or organizational units \vithln 1hc highway agency.
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This chapter addresses evaluation questions 2-4, using the 51 highway
agencies’ responses to our questionnaire. To determine the extent to
which highway agencies use each of the six selected technologies (question 2), we asked whcthcr the agencies (1) have adopted the technology
either for statewidtk use or project by project, (2) are currently evaluating the technology, (13)have used it previously but are not using it currently, (4) have litt Ic or no knowledge of the technology, or (5) believe
t,he technology is not applicable for their state. We also asked the
respondents how many years’ experience their highway agency has had
with the t,echnologrcs.
Evaluation question :3-What criteria do state officials use in adopting
selected tcchnologir‘s’l---~was addressed by asking respondents to rate
the importance of \.arious criteria in their USCand nonuse decisions
about the six technologies. In this chapter, we present these criteria in
two categories: pcrl’orrnance and cost and physical factors.
Respondents also rated the importance of additional factors that may be
barriers t,o technology adnption (evaluation question 4).
We selected the crrtoria and potential barriers included on the questionnaire through OII~ t.1sit.sto 4 states: review of the literature. and discussions with highw;r>. experts. including our advisory panel members.

To What Extent Do
States Use Selected
Technologies?

Highway officials‘ cxpericncc with the six technologies varied among
both highway agcmies and technologies. While officials at one agency
may have used a [)artrcular technology for several years, others may
,just bc learning at~o17t it. Thus. years may bc required to learn about a
technology and 11c~dc whet,hcr it is appropriate for a particular state’s
highway conditiot,L, In fact. the highway agencies’ experiences either
using or cvaluat 171g t hcl sclccted tcchnnlogies range from 0.2 years to 30
years, as ShO\Vll III ;ll)l(>3. I.
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Questionnaire results show reports on specific technology topics (for
example, NCHWsynthesis reports) and FII~A’S rural assistance program
technology transfer centers as activities that stand out for promoting
technologies.’ Respondents also reported that highway conferences and
training courses are used to a great extent in disseminating information
about technologies. For the most part, highway officials do not use electronic or private computer bulletin boards or trade publications as technology transfer activities. Table 2.5 shows the extent to which highway
personnel use particular technology transfer activities to disseminate
Information.

~___.
Table 2.5: Technology
at Highway Agencies

Transfer

Activities
Number of agencies
Technology
Technology
Highway

activity
speclallst?

23

12

12

14

18

19

conferences

AudIovIsual
Manuals

transfer
transfer
materlals

or binders.

penodlcallv

updated

Newsletter
Electronic

or pwate

Great or
very great
extent

No, little, or
some extent

computer

krlletln

board’

Trade publtcatlons

Moderate
extent

24

14

13

22

16

13

24

9

16

39

-1

2

33

8

5

State of-the~art reports on techrlolog,
speclflc
topics (such as NCHRP syn’h-s s reports)

10

18

23

Ttalnng

12

20

19

17

11

21

courses

FHWA’s rural techrucal asslstancc
and technology
transfer centers
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Figure 3.1: State Use of Fabrics

Figure 3.2: State Use of Crack and Seat
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Table 3.1: Years of Highway Agency
Experience With the Six Selected
Technologies

for Trchnology
to Adoption and Use

Minimum

Technology

Maximum

Fabrics

10

20

Crack and seat

05

25

Asphalt

02

30

Hot mix recycling

30

13

Retrofit

07

25

IO

50

Max design
edge drains

Underseallna

and subseallno,’

-Ohio has used underseallng
sirhsiant~ally
mentally as early as the 1930 s

for 10 years hut reported

that the technology

exlsted

expcr,

The variation is illustrated by the experience of several states. Kew
York’s highway agency has used and evaluated crack and seat for over
20 years, and officials believe the technology to be effective for that
state’s highways. Ilowever, Indiana and Michigan agencies are currently
evaluat,ing crack and seat. and while it has been found initially succcssful in Indiana, Michigat 1officials have recommended a moratorium
against its use until ,.OSI-~,t’fectivenesscan be demonstrated.
Officials from at least :I0 highway agencies reported that they have
adopted or are currently evaluating each of the technologies, with all
agencies reporting thrky arc now using or have in the past used hot mix
recycling. The maps in figures 3.1 to 3.6 show these levels of experience
with each technology and appendix VI lists the agencies that have
adopted or are currently f>valuating each of them. Despite the wide
range of expericnct, Illustrated, a few agency officials reported they
have little or no know I(dgc of one or more technologies.
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Figure 3.5: State Use of Retrofit Edge
Drains

Figure 3.6: State Use of Under-sealing
and Subsealing

Adopted

Little Knowledge
Technology
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Figure 3.3: State Use of Asphalt
Design

for TrchnoloKy
Lo Adoption

and Use

Mix

Figure 3.4: State Use of Hot Mix
Recycling

Adopted
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“d

Used Previously.
Knowledge
Technology
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Table 3.3: Importance of Performance,
Life-Cycle Cost, and First Cost in
Adoption Decisions Where Technologies
Are Useda

l-or Trrhrlology
to Adoption

and lisr

Performance
79 3%

Technology
Fabric
Crack

and seat

Asphalt

Max design

Life
cycle cost
90 3%

First cost
67 7%

81 5

86 2

87 0

67 4

Hot mix recycling

959

938

91 8

Retrofit

85.7

863

77 7

edge drains

Underseal~ng
subsealing

and

Response levels indicating importance were high for all three reasons.
although first cost appears a little less important overall, particularly
for fabrics and asphalt mix design. The corresponding responses from
stat.es where tcc+rncjlogies arc not used arc presented in table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Importance of Performance,
Life-Cycle Cost, and First Cost in
Adoption Decisions Where Technologies
Are Not Useda

Technology

Life
cycle cost

Performance

Fabric

( 00 0%

Crack and seat
Asphalt

mix design

20 0

133

20 0

56 0’

50 0

182

25 0

25 0

52 9

23 5

35 3

0

edge drains

Undersealing
subsealing

6 19%

35 3

Hot rn~x recycling’
Fietroflt

First cost

61 9%

and

lNumber of response? a~w]+d IKIT 2 to 21 lor the 18 calculations
modcrare lo very qre.it IIT’/_(lr’an( e catqor~es
! Hot mix rPc~cIlr1g re c I\, : m,

Percentage responses are from

! icsponses

The responses t’rom nonusers show more variation and technology specific differences. hul other than for fabrics, these factors do not appear
to be very important, since most responses were in the no to some
importance cat egorics. In contrast to table 3.3 results, performance
rather than life-cyc.lc c.ost is the most important reason for deciding not
to use fabrics. I,ifc,-cycle c.ost and first cost arc rated relatively important for fabric dec%ions but of low importance for crack and seat,
asphalt mix dcGgn rtslrofit edge drains, and undersealing. Respondents
rated the three> t’ac,tors as particularly low in importance for asphalt mix
design.
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What Criteria Do
States Use in Adopting
Selected Technologies. 3

for Trrhnology
to Adeption and lJar

Questionnaire responses from agencies that use the selected technologies
described in appendix I indicated that the primary influences on decisions to use technologies were performance (the agencies’ response on
whether the technology achieved its expected results) and cost factors.
Lsing a S-point scale (no to little, some, moderate, great. and very great
importance), the respondents rated the importance of performance, lifccycle cost, and first costs in their decisions. Officials from agencies
where the technologies are not used responded separately to the importance of these reasons in their decisions against use.
3.2 compares the percent of responses in the great and very great
importance categories for agencies that use the six technologies and
those that do not use them.

Table

Table 3.2: Importance of Performance
and Cost in Technology Decision9

Use
technologiesb

Factor in decision
Performance
Llfexycle

cost

First cost

Do not use
technologiesC

72 6%

43 9%

67 8

28 6

51 4

23.8

For the six technolo@s combined, more agency officials responded that
performance and cost were important in their decisions to use technologies than they did in dec,isions against use, and for both decisions performance was cited most often, followed by life-cycle cost, then first
cost.
While the great and vc~y great response categories illustrate the high
level of importance placed on performance and cost, there were many
responses in the moderate importance category. In order to collect as
much data as possible on the importance of these factors in adoption
decisions, we include the percentage of moderate responses together
with great and very great in table 3.3 for highway agencies that used
the selected technologies. All responses and numbers of respondents are
depicted in appendix S
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compared with climate. Compatibility with past practices is generally
rated as less important relative to the other factors.
Table 3.7 and appendix X present the corresponding responses for the
importance of physical factors in decisions by agencies that do not use
the technologies.
Table 3.7: Importance of Physical
Factors in Adoption Decisions Where
Technologies
Are Not Useda

Soil type and
aggregate

Technology

9 5%

Fabric
Crack and seat

23 5

Asphalt

46 7

mix design

Past
practices

Climate
33.3%

143%

118

29 4

0~

143
0

Hot mix recyclmg’

50 0

50 0

Retrofit

33 0

33 3

167

176

II a

59

edge drains

Underseallng
‘Number
rrr0derate

and subseal~rlg

of responses
rar~pcl
to very great lIn,,w

’ There were only 2 respur

lrorr~ 2 to 21 among] the 18 calculai~ons
snc,- ~categorles

Percentage

responses

are from

j>‘ ‘- or I( t mx rccycl~ny

The responses from agencies that do not use the technologies indicate
thbl. physical factors we’re relatively unimportant in their decisions.
However, about a third of the respondents said that climate was a factor
in the use of fabrics and edge drains and soil type and aggregate were
important for asphall
mix design and edge drains.

What Barriers Hinder
Technology Adoption?

We included questions about potential barriers to technology adoption
on our questionnaires as additional factors that may have been important
in highway agenc,J.~kcisions about the technologies. The list of barriers
was developed wit h the assistance of our advisory panel and are those
believed by highway experts to most hinder the use of technologies by
highway agencies. The> Include such factors as unacceptable motorist
cost or delays, lack 01‘equipment to implement, the technology, unavailable expertise, risk of I’aihu-es, and others (see tables 3.8 and 3.9). The
questionnaire responses indicated that the absence of some of these barriers was much mar-l’ important in decisions to use technologies than the
presence of the barric,rs was reported to be in the decision not to use
them.
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Physical Factors Also
Influence Technology
Decisions

Table 3.5: Importance
Factors in Technology

for Technolo@
to Adoption and Use

While according to the questionnaire responses, observed performance
and cost are the most important factors in decisions about technology
adoption, the response indicated that, physicsal factors are important as
well. The physical factors included on the questionnaire were (1) soil
type or aggregate, (2) c*ompatibility with the state’s climate, and (3)
compatibility with past construction practices such as type of existing
pavement.’ Table 3.5 c’omparcs percentage of total state responses in the
great and very great. importance categories among these physical
factors.

of Physical
Decisions”
Factors in usina decisions

Do not use
technologiesC

Use technologies”
-32 8%

So11 type and aggregate
Climate

35 1

Past Dractices

183

15 5%
119
~.

60

Overall, in comparison with performance and cost (see table 3.2) the
physical factors arc rated lower in importance. Table 3.6 and appendix
X present the importullccl of the physical factors in decisions to use the
specific technologies
Table 3.6: Importance of Physical
Factors in Adoption Decisions Where
Technologies
Are Useda

Soil tvoe and
aggregate

Technology
Fabric

Climate

Past
practices

23 3%

51 6%

42 8

43 3

31 0

60 6

75 8

51 5

Hot mix recycling

j3

1

53 1

Retrofit

77 1

72 2

36 1

33 3 -

36 7

Crack

and seat

Asphalt

mix design
edae drains

Underseal~nq

and subseallnq

379

-

25 8%

.57

Soil, aggregate, and c,llmate are important for edge drain decisions, and
climate is somewh;lt mart> important for asphalt mix design. However,
soil and aggregate an(l past practices are of little importance for fabrics
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be dispersed across organizational functions such as materials, construction, and maintenance. According to America’s Highways, determining
what is achievable in changing political or organizational realities is
most difficult.’ The training requirements, organizational change, inves: ment in equipment, cash flow requirements, personnel implications, and
legal liabilities of new approaches are crucial aspects of a research
result.
Perspectives of dec.isionmakcrs within an agency might also influence
acceptance of innovative technologies that require a change from past
practices. Also, t,hcllikely reaction of employee or labor groups may
affect whether organization officials try a new method or product. Any
change that would result in loss of job rights or security may be avoided.
In addition, local dec.isionmakers might avoid trying new technologies in
pavement sections because they perceive an element of risk that the
technology could fail and that this failure could result in public criticism
or legal liability. Another source of public criticism may stem from the
inconvenience and dcl;tys motorists experience during highway
construction.
Agency officials may obtain information about technologies from the
existing voluminous and dispersed sources, as well as from each other,
but may have difficulty comparing results or conditions obtained elsewhere. Thus, bec,ause data on past performance of existing pavements
are often deficient or absent, one aspect of decisions to try technologies
is the quality oft IW information and knowledge highway officials gain
about the technology. As discussed in chapter 2, highway agencies differ
with respect to ICL~4sof research, evaluation, and technology transfer
resources.
Diversity of local nraterials and services may also influence choices
among technologies. Some highway agencies require the use of local suppliers because of political pressure and the high cost of transporting
bulky, low-valm construction mat,erials such as sand. However, local
materials may btl inferior and not perform well. Also, highway work
requires a large numbtr of diverse local suppliers, equipment, and
expertise. For example, mixing and placing asphalt pavements involves
construction conI ract ors, sand-and-crushed-stone suppliers, asphalt suppliers and mixing-plant operators, and equipment manufacturers, This
structure impcd<ls innovation because no one organization has the

Table 3.8: Importance

Technologyb

Technologiesa
Low bid
Lack of
procureUnacceptable
Likely
ment
Risk of
Expertise
motorist
loss of equipment
failure
to unavailable
inhibited
cost or employee
in state
use too high
delays
job rights implement

Fabrics
In = 19 tozl)

Crack and seat
In = 17)
Asphalt

of Barriers for Agencies

5%’

~~

Not Adopting

0

5%’

5B

Not
supported by Experience
key decisionof other
makers
states

Percent
responses
for all
factors

0

42%

19%

43%

16%

65

53

47

34

35

6

29

29

I%’

mw

design
(n = 15)

0

7

20

27

7’

7

20

Ret&t
edge
drams
(n = 11 to 12)

17

8

17

33

8

27

42

18

21

Undersealing
(n = 16 to 17)

6’

0

18

24

0

29

29

29

17

‘Percentage

responses

‘Hot rnlx recyclng
Ci&CJOM!S
Only one response

Table 3.9: Importance

of Absence

Technology

are fron

IS omitted

iv,

in mader,iIr

moderate
~,USC therr

to very great

Importance

were zero responses

1 > ‘WI, great Importance

of Barriers for Agencies Adopting Technologiesa
Motorist costs
Equipment
but not in
was
Implementation
delays
available
was easy

13

--~

12
-

-

categories
in moderate

to very great

importance

categories

Key
decisionmakers
supported

Expertise
available

F..z,,“,,,,,
for all
factors

Fabric
(” =31)

32 3%

64 5%

61 3%

83 9%

71 0%

62 6%

Crack and seat
(n = 29)

58 6

62 1

58 6

828

62 1

64 8

Asphalt mix design
(n = 32 to 33)

187

51 5

54 5

81 8

60 6

53 7

Hot m,x recyclmg
(n = 49)

46 9

83 7

83.7

93 9

83 7

78 4

Retrofit edge drains
(n = 36)

194

50 0

55 5

88 9

77 8

58 3

Undersealing
(n = 30)

433

66 7

53 3

86 7

70.0

63 6

‘*Percentage

Description of Barriers

responses

are frorr

moderate

to very great importance

categones

As described in our interim report, each highway agency has its own
organizational structure. political climate, public priorities, and historical perspectives. This diversity may contribute new ideas and
approaches to highway research, but interest in new technologies may
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We analyzed a set of research reports submitted by highway agencies to
provide supplemental information on the third evaluation questionWhat criteria do states use in adopting selected technologies? The analysis examined the rcsr\arch measures, methods, and results documented
in the submitted evaluations in order to illustrate the approach highway
agencies take when investigating highway pavement technologies. Additionally, the analysis explored differences that might exist in t,he waJ
the states evaluate the selected technologies.
To obtain a set of c\,aluations, we asked whether the agencies had produced written evalrlations of the six selected technologies and whether
the evaluations wer(’ based on performance or cost. Forty-one agencies
responded that t hc,). had produced a written evaluation of at least one
selected technology ‘1’1~~most-evaluated technologies were hot mix
recycling (35 agenc+s) and fabrics (34 agencies). Fewer agencies
responded that thc‘y had produced written evaluations of edge drains
and undersealing ( 1 I agencies) and crack and seat and asphalt mix
design (10 agencies ‘8
Responses indicatckd that, cost, was a criterion for 27 of the 36 agencies
that had evaluatcld hot mix recycling, while performance was a criterion
for 32. In contrast, X of’ 34 agencies that evaluated fabrics used cost, and
for asphalt mix dmgn mcl undersealing one agency noted cost.

Types
-. _ of Evaluations
Submitted

We asked the high\zay agencies to submit up to two evaluations (,for
each technology) that had influenced most their decisions about the use
of the technology. 111tot al, we received 162 reports from 33 agencies. We
excluded 64 reports from analysis because they did not cover any of the
six technologies, (,ontained duplicat,e information, or did not summarize
research. The retnaming 98 studies were submitted by 31 stat,es and
formed the base t’or the* analysis.
Fabrics and hot 1111x
recycling accounted for 67 of the 98 evaluation
reports we analyzc~d. while none of t,hc 3 other t,echnologies had over 9
evaluations anal) zcd Most agencies that submitted evaluations have
adopted or are (‘11rrently evaluating th(, technologies reported upon.
However, 10 a#~nclcs that submitted fabric cvaluat,ions reported they
do not currentI!, IN fabrics. Appendix VIII lists the agencies t,hat submitted at. lcast OIIVrescaarch report evaluating each of the technologies
and whct,hcr or IIOI tlit, agency uses t,hat technology.
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resources or incentive to undertake major research aimed at improving
pavement performance and reducing costs.
Another barrier to technology adoption may be low-bid procurement,
where the least expensive method or product could be selected without
regard to improved performance or lower long-term (life-cycle) costs.
Table 3.8 presents rcsponsc’s from highway agencies that do not use the
technologies about the importance of the selected barriers in their decisions. Percentages shorrn include moderate, great, and very great importance response categories and refer to the number of resources for each
technology. The “n” refers to the member of responses for each
technology.
As shown, none of the I’actors received high levels of responses indicating importance. Risk of failure of the technology and other states’
t>xperience are mortl important than other barriers in decisions not to
IN fabrics and crack and soat. Also, the fact that the technology was
not, supported by key dc&ionmakers was important for crack and seat
and edge drains but less for fabrics.
Responses from agencies that use the t,echnologies indicated that barriers were much morck iml)ortant in decisions to use them. This is shown in
table 3.9.
Considerations of equipment availability, support of key decisionmakers, ease of implementation, and availability of expertise appear
to influence decisions about technologies. The support of key decisionmakers received t htl most responses indicating importance for all
technologies. The availability of equipment to implement the technology
was important for hot mix recycling, fabrics, and crack and seat, and
the availability of ttxpc‘t’tistk was important for hot mix recycling, edge
drains, and undcrstallng and fabrics.
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Our questionnaire asked whether the highway agencies had generally
produced written evaluations using cost or performance measures. Our
analysis of the states‘ evaluation reports suggests that cost measures
were used less often than had been reported overall. Specifically, cost
measures appear in 15 of the 30 hot mix recycling evaluations. but 27
agencies said they had used cost factors. Similarly, 8 agencies said they
used cost measures in their fabric evaluations, but only 3 of these submitted, according to our analysis, documented cost measures.
.~--

-.__

Methods
Reported in
Evaluations

The methods documentrd in the evaluations further demonstrated the
importance of pcrl’c~rmancc criteria in the evaluation of the six technologies. Of the 98 studit)s rcviewtd, 88 relied on some form of test section
methodology. In addition to the test section methodology, 19 of these 88
studies used laborat 1fry testing. The remaining 10 studies relied solely
on laborat or-y test irrg. with the exception of one study that utilized a
literaturr review as we11
There were several different versions of t,he test section methodology
employed in the stirdies. Common to each version was the use of a field
section of pavement I o test the performance of the technology (that is, a
“test section”). IIoF\(~‘L.cY.some studies had only one such field section,
while others used multiple sections in order to test different versions of
the technology. In addit ion to the test section, some studies used a pavement section as a (‘Iltltrol condition, while other studies did not. A control section is a roatl sec.1ion similar to the test section except it does not
contain the technology b&g investigated. Table 4.2 presents a summary
of the methods u~il by cbachof ttrc studies.
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Several of the evaluations indicated that fabrics and hot mix recycling,
the two most represented evaluations, were supported and promoted
directly to the highway agencies by financial or technical support from
industry representatives or FIIS’A. Fabric evaluations indicated that
manufacturers’ represent,atives provided guidance to contractors during
fabric installation, which was beneficial since the contractor had limited
prior experience with fabrics. Hot mix recycling technology was important in FHw4 demonstration projects for several years, and at least 8 of
the 30 evaluations WCobt.ained were conducted as part of these prqjects.
FJIW’A and industry rcprc’sentatives had also been mentioned in the questionnaire as import,ant sources of information on technologies.
--

Measures Reported in
Evaluations

Table 4.1: Measures Highway Agencies
Most Frequently Use to Evaluate
Technologies

--~__-

The measures used in the ma.jority of evaluations pertained to the
assessment of performance, through either physical and chemical tests
or visual observation. As present,ed in table 4.1,84 evaluations relied
upon physical tests (for (axample, of pavement distress) and 71 evaluat.ions upon visual obstsrvation (for example, viewing the extent of distress signs in the pavcmcnf ). Ilowevrr, 63 evaluations reported that
more than one type of’ measure was used to evaluate the technology. and
20 evaluations used 3 measures in combination.

Technology
Fabric
Crack and seat
Asphalt

mix design

Hot mix recycling
Retrofti

edge draw

Underseallng

Total

Visual
observation

Physical
tesW

cost
effectiveness

28

3d

7

6

9

0

28

22

4
1

~~

0
15
4

7

8

5

5

-

2

84

71

26

‘lr~~tanccs of spcclf~c tests 10 ri~~lermlne roadway performance are crack surveys, dynaflect deflecflorl
readings. and May s meter ‘IO? ~iialli; measures Instances of tests used lo assess the qual\ty of
asphalt are v~scos~ly ~mmi:~w r xvi uxnprcss~on and the IMtman tests

Twent,y-six of the reports we reviewed documented cost as a measure,
15 of these evaluating hot mix recycling. The greater emphasis on document,ing cost, in cvahlating this technology may result because, unlike
the remaining technologies. the purpose of recycling is to save money or
conserve resources while equaling the performance of pavements const,ructcd with new material. The 5 others are intended to improve performance by rtLrnc+!zing causes of distress (set appendix I).
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Of the studies that used test and control sections, test section performance was documented as exceeding control condition performance in 19
studies, while test section performance equaled control condition performance in 23 st,udies. The studies without control conditions noted
successful performance more often than studies with control conditions.
Among studies without control conditions, satisfactory performance
was noted in 21 studies, while unsatisfactory performance was noted in
11 studies. Since studies that do not use controls are generally less reliable and credible than studies that do, these results could be considered
more tentative than the corresponding results from studies that used
control sections. Table 4.3 presents results of performance tests that
used each of the different methods involving field test sections.

Table 4.3: Results of Technology

Performance

Technology

Using Test Section Methods
Controla
Exceeded
Equaled
Inconclusive
control
control

Fabric
Crack
Asphalt

12
and seat

14

2

rnw design

0~

‘0

~.
No control
Marginal or __~
unsatisfactory
Inconclusive

Satisfactory
4

0

5

1

1

2

0

1

1

0

2

0
~3

Hot m,x recycling

~3

5

1

15

0

Retrofit

2

2

1

0-

2

0

0

1

0

19

23

8

4
21

2
11

0
5

edge drains

UndersealIng

Total

“One addltlonal sturdy uw(,
test SectIon

a control section resulted in the control performance

exceeding that of the

The technology results suggest that determining whether performance
should be considered successful can also depend on the particular technology being invest @ted. For fabrics, having the test section performance equal control section performance can bc considered poor
performance. This IS because fabrics are intended to retard reflective
cracking to a grcMc*r extent than if they were not installed in t,he pavcment. However, for hot mix recycling, having the test section performance equal the (VII~rot section performance can be considered successful
performame.

Laboratory Testing
Results

Highway agencies Irsed various laboratory tests in 29 evaluations. These
tests included prc~~~dures for examining asphalt viscosity. penetration.
and water sensitivrty (via immersion-compression tests, etc.). Fifteen of
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Table 4.2: Summary of Methods Highway
Agencies Use to Evaluate Technologies”

Technology
Fabrtc
Crack and seat
Asphalt

rn~x design

Hot mix recvcllna
Retrofit edge drams
I

Undersealmg

Total

d

01

Field test
Control
No control
Single
Multiple
Multiple
Single
tests
test
tests
test
7
23
4
2
2
2
2
1
0~
2
0
1
7
3
14
4
4
1
0
2

Laboratory
test
-3
0

-y
15
1

1

0

3

3

I

21

29

25

12

29

‘The total number of method: ,I& 3 by Iwaluations exceeds Ihc, number of evaluations because of the
use 01 multiple methods by SW”. I st~xi~es

Akhough the use of fickld tctst.section methods was widespread, there
were differences among tht, six tec’hnologies, For example. most fabric
evaluations comparctl ( ontrol sections with test sections, and some evaluated more than OIWt t-,t t,tmdition or more than one fabric product. In
Fact. 27 different fabr-it products were investigated in 37 evaluations. In
chontrast, 64 percent 01’thv hot mix recycling reports did not use control
st,ctions, and 2 1 of t IH* !8 field test, sections relied on a single test
c.ondition.

Performance Results
of Technologies

The results documtW?tI in the evaluations demonstrate how there can
be successful as wc~ll ASunsuccessful performance of the technology
being tested. These, rtislllts cannot be considered, however, to be assessments on the overall adequacy of the selected technologies, as no formal
criteria for judging ptsrformance were utilized. Rather, we documented
the results based on lvlrat the evaluations reported technology performance t,o be relative to I IN’ test methods employed. Thus, for studies with
test and control sect iotIs, we documented the performance of the test
section vis-a-vis the t.ontrol section. Similarly, for studies with only test
sections, we classifitatl pcarf’ormancc of this test section as satisfactory,
marginal, unsatisfac,t ory. or inconclusive, based only on the performance results rcportcd tn the>evaluations. This level of performance
review permits ilhtst ration and examination of performance differences
but, not any overall (‘1)t Ichlsions on the merits of each selected
technology.
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Table 4.4: Recommendations
Highway Agency Technology

of

From
Evaluations
Technology

For
use

evaluations

Fabric

No
Against

use

recommendation

Total

6

8

23

2

1

4

7

5

0

4

9

Hot Max recycling

8

0

22

30

Retrofit

3

0

i

a

0

1

6

7

24”

10

64

98

Crack

and seat

Asphalt

Max design
edge drains

Underseallng

Total
‘Nineteen

recommenclat~rn

vv~i-rr:condlt,onal--

that IS ,,cie with reservations

37

or under certain corlii~

t1ons

When provided, ~c~c,onunendationswere usually based on performance
criteria. Table 3.5 presents the criteria used by the 34 evaluations that
did make recornrnc~lld;ltions. The criteria stated most often were perTable 4.5: Criteria for Recommendations
in Highway Agency Technology
Evaluations
Technology

criteria

Fabric
Crack

First

Lifecycle

Other

14

1

0

1

2

o-

0

0

1

3

1

0

0

1

and seat

Asphalt

cost

Performance
Compared to
Compared
to similar
standard
technology
products

mix design

0

Hot mix recycling

6

0

2

0

4

Retrofit

1

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

1

edge drains

Undersealing
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these evaluated hot mix recycling and nine (all studies analyzed) evaluated 16 different asphalt mix design tests. For 10 of the 29 (including
asphalt mix design) laboratory testing was the only method used. and
results for these were either nonevaluative or demonstrated posit,ivc
performance.
Three of the 9 asphalt mix design evaluations used pavement test sections in addition to laboratory tests to investigate the ability of the laboratory procedures to predict field performance. These tests resulted in
inconclusive, marginal, and unsatisfactory results, illustrating the difficulty in predicting field performance of asphalt (in reducing stripping
distress) based on previous laboratory testing. In these cases, the evaluations indicated that thcbexpected distress did not appear and cited severa1 possible reasons. including (1) the monitoring period was too short
to observe distress and (2) additional conditions (traffic and freezing)
would be required to WIIW distress.
-

Examples of
Performance
Differences

Although conclusions at~oui the overall feasibility of individual technologies cannot be drawn from the evaluation reports submitted, the
reports do illust,rate t 1r1~
varying methods used and results obtained as
states examine t,hc pert’ormance of highway technologies. This difference can be illustrated by three studies submitted on the retrofit edge
drain technology. OW study submitted by California assessed performancc~of edge drains untitr laboratory conditions, and while the drains
were found to function properly in that setting, the study did not
include field installat ior of the drains. A second study submitted by
Iowa documented t.lrat the drains were successfully draining water but
that the perf’ormanc~~*C)I’ t hc field test section in which the drain was
mstalled equaled (oontrol c,onditions. A third study submitted by Georgia
invcstigatcd different types of drain installed in multiple field test sections. The study obscrvcld that if edge drains were used without filter
fabric (another pavement tc,chnology), drains caused more severe faultmg in concrete pavemc>nt stabs, and if used with fabrics, the drains
became ineffcctivc in rapidly removing water.

Recommendations for
Technology Use

The written evaluations submitted usually did not contain recommendations regarding future rise of the technology being investigated. Of the
98 studies. 34 made t.(,(,(,mmendations, 19 of these being conditional recommendations for ust’. 4uch as use under certain conditions or use with
reservation. hs table -1.1 shows, 10 studies did recommend against use
of a technology.
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fabric evaluations As discussed earlier, respondents also noted application and equipment considerations as important factors in their technology adoption decisions. Similarly, all nine instances of environmental
hazards problems were in hot mix recycling evaluations. Among the
“other” problems, thcrc were 5 studies that had technical problems with
laboratory tests related to water-sensitive asphalt mix design.
Other problems affecting the results included instances in which the
technology just did not function as intended. For example, in one crack
and seat study, particular pavement sections did not exceed the control
condition performance because the cracking procedure had not been successful in cracking the concrete slabs completely through. The study
concluded that the\ method may be effective only if the slab is completely broken. Similarly for edge drains, in the one study with unsatisfactory performance of multiple test sections and no control section! the
failure of the technology was the result of its own functional inappropriateness The report stated that edge drains definitely could accelerate
(not retard) the deterioration process by increasing the amount of water
flushed through the system and, ultimately, the amount of material loosened from under t hc pavement.
Climate incompattbility was noted in 5 studies, all of which were investigating the fabrics technology. These evaluations illustrated not only
how climate may affect fabric performance but also how performance
varies, even in similar geographical areas. For example, Washington
conducted an evaluation that observed a 3-year trend of successful
fabric performxnc,e in two test condit,ions. However. an unusually cold
fourth year caused 100 percent reflective cracking in both conditions.
Although five of’ I he fabrics evaluations mentioned climate problems,
most of the studicss did not provide details on the climate setting of the
study. In 85 of the 98 studies, the wet-dry conditions of the settings
were not stated 01’were unclear, while in 84 studies, the temperature
conditions were not stated or unclear. Also. only 2 evaluations mentioned aggregate 1~‘soil incompatibility as a problem in the study.
Figure 4.1 integrates the “climate incompatibility” results with evaluation information ptrtaining to fabric performance and with questionnaire responses indicating that climate was important in decisions about
technologies. The figure demonstrates the variability in fabric performance results as related to instances in which climate had been noted to
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formance comparisons with a standard technology, such as a control
section with only t,hc asphalt overlay. Only three recommendations
were based on cost, and two of these indicated the difficulty in projecting costs when performance level is unknown. The one fabric
evaluation that used life-cycle cost calculated the additional cost of
the technology over the life of the pavement but concluded that the
percentage improvement did not justify the increased cost because
the necessary level of service “remains to be seen.” Two hot mix
recycling evaluations that used first-cost recommended future use.
However, one of these studies, which compared initial costs of several alternative methods, noted that annual costs cannot be compared until the actual service lives of the test pavements are known.

Comparison of
Evaluation Results
and Technology
Adoption

With some exceptions, highway agencies had adopted technologies that
performed well for them in the submitted evaluations, whether or not
the evaluations included recommendations for future use. The emphasis
on performance-based decisions is exemplified by the 12 fabric studies
where test conditions exceeded the control; the 10 states that produced
these evaluations have adopted the technology, even though only 4 of
these studies contained recommendations for future use. (Conversely,
for 10 of the 14 evaluatlons in which fabric performance only equaled
the comrol. the states had not adopted it .)
In the case of edge drains, 3 evaluations contained recommendations for
future use, and 5 contained no recommendations. However, 7 of the 8
states have adopted the technology. The only agency that reported not
adopting edge drains obtained unsatisfact.ory evaluation results; the
study did not contain a recommendation.

Problems Encountered
During Evaluation

The evaluations often cited problems that affected technology performance. Fifty-seven reports mentioned one problem, and 5 reports mentioned more than one. Appendix IX presents the problems cited for each
technology. These problems included “equipment malfunctioning,”
“methods of application too complex,” “climate incompatible,” ‘Caggrcgate soil incompatible.” and “other” technical problems.
Problems with equipment malfunctioning were cited by 19 evaluations,
9 of which were hot mix recycling. The second problem mentioned most
was “methods of applkation too complex,” and all but 1 of the 13 were
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Through the cours(l of our work, we have developed several general
observations that illustrate the difficulties inherent in the adoption of
cost-effective technologies by state highway agencies. Given the information produced in this study and our earlier report, we have observed
that (1) the highway pavement research. development, and adoption
process appears fragmented; (2) the highway pavement technology
adoption process tcbndslo vary by state as well as by technology; and (3)
highway pavemenl t ethnology evaluations are often less than
comprehensive.

Fragmented Research,
Development, and
Adoption

As we documented c>arlicr, the highway pavement research and development effort involvcss many federal organizations, national associations,
and private resrar1.h organizations. as well as state and local highway
agencies. TIM’S propc~sal to establish SIIKPnoted that because of this fragmentation, currtani research and development efforts were inadequate to
address the needs of a rapidly deteriorating highway system. In
response to this structural problem, SIIKPwas initiated in a manner that
would attempt to cc>ntralize efforts for research and development in critical highway (and bridg(>) pavement areas.
Our study. with its f’oc~s on the adoption of highway pavement technologies at the highw;l> agency level, has shown that fragmentation also
currently exists a(‘ross st,atcs. as they become aware of, test, and adopt
new technologies .Uthough states do rely on federal assistance, they
have their own met hods for prioritizing. testing, and adopting highway
pavement technologies. For example, most states rely on their own state
research offices to toastand evaluate technologies. As a consequence,
varying levels of (,f’fc)rt are devoted by the states to investigate technologies. Thus, while, I state has XI years of experience with hot mix
recycling, anoth(,r 1~s 2 months.
The fragmentation of the state adoption process raises an important
issue regarding thr, off(>ctive implementation of new technological innovations, specificall!, those t,hat might, be produced by SIIKP’Seffort,.
Although SIIRI~dot,x ,~nc~trate research and development activities in
cxrit,icalareas. it i< 11crtdtxsigned to concentrate efforts on implementing
technological inntn :Itions. Hence,, implementation represents a crucial
phase, which b~~(~iII
IV%01‘it,s fragmented nature represents an important,
cahallcnge whcbn at t c’mpl ing to transfer nc’w technologies to the states.
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Figure 4.1: Evaluation Results and the
Importance of Climate in Adoption
Decisions About Fabrics

Adopted
B

Being Evaluated
Used Previously.

Not Now

Llttle Knowledge

of Technology

Technology

Not Applicable

L-

I

influenced the fabric performance. For example, evaluations conducted in Wyoming and Illinois both cited climate incompatibility problems, even though their respective evaluations had test section
performance exceeding that of the control condition. Conversely, Missouri and Washington both cited climate incompatibility and reported
that test condition performance equaled that of the control condition. In
addition to evaluation rclsults, 23 questionnaire respondents said that
climate was important in decisions about use of fabrics, and as shown
they represent states in all geographical areas of the United States.
have
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In contrast to the evaluations we reviewed, the questionnaire results
indicated that both performance and cost were often considered by state
officials to be very important factors in decisions to use the selected
technologies. Life-cycle cost was also considered an important, factor in
decisions to use each technology, and it was the most important factor
for fabrics and undersealing (100 percent), for which performance was
rated least important. Ifowever, states that do not use fabrics responded
(100 percent) that performance was the most important factor in their
decisions. In this r,xample, life-cycle cost m;ly h;tve become important
once performance was established, but states that rejected the technology based their dccislons primarily on poor performance,
HIM guidance emphasizes the importance of comparing technology performance in test sections to that in control sections. We found that states
do rely on installation of a technology into pavement test sections with
subsequent observat,ion of deterioration. However, 37 tests of 88 that
used this method did not compare performance t,o pavement control sections. Results of p~~rformance tests varied from state to state and within
states, and positive rtlsult,s were, not surprisingly. reported more frequently in tests that lacked control sections.
As demonstrated by 1he fabric technology results, local conditions such
as climate can have an instrumental effect on the success of rehabilitation strategies. Thus, an important component of effective technology
adoption is the appropriate selection of the rehabilitative technology in
light of the local conditions. The written evaluations often did not document climate data. thus omitting an important aspect in understanding
the performance of the technology within the study setting.
The importance of producing high-quality factual information can be
illustrated by the quc%stionnaire result that literature reviews were rated
most often by St&e officials as an important method of evaluation. This
suggests that state highway officials look to other experiences when
obtaining information on new technologies. Use of rigorous methods,
and description of th(l study’s setting can help ensure that information
does not mislead potential adopters.

Agency Comments and
Our Response

The Department of Transport&ion’s response to a draft of this report
states that we have provided useful information that will be of further
value and that we havtl acturately described product evaluation deficiencies in many statcss. MYI also said it intends to approach this evaluation problem through two new initiatives. The first is research
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The state technology adoption responses discussed in chapters 2 and 3
illustrate that the process can vary by state highway agency and technology. Each state agenc,y conducts a process for adopting highway
t,echnologies, and within this process they can vary in a number of
areas, such as their staff’ commitment to technology transfer and their
methods and measures for testing technologies. The responses on “barriers” to adoption further illustrate how specific factors, such as support,
of key decisionmakers. can bc influential.
Regarding the six selec?cd technologies, differences in highway agency
experiences with them highlight the different adoption paths the same
technology can take across the various states. The selected technologies
were believed by highway experts to be important rehabilitation techniques, but state agency experience with the selected technologies
ranges widely, many states having less than 3 years experience with a
technology. For exampk~. according to questionnaire responses, 1 state
has had about 2 months of experience with water sensitive asphalt mix
design, while another has had 30 years of experience with the same
technology. Additionally, st,ates had conflicting results in their testing of
the same technology. Thus, while California found performance successful with edge drains. (;(~$a experienced unsuc~cessful performance.
Thr questionnaire and t>valuation data also illustrate how highway
pavement t,echnologies (aanhave differential adoption, based on support
within the highway industry. FIIWA appears to bc an important source of
financial and technical support generally, as illustrated by its involvement in hot mix recycling. The results on fabrics to reduce reflective
cracking suggest that states may be encouraged to use a technology if
industry reprcscntatWs provide information and technical assistance.
It, is interesting to note, how t,hc four other ttxchnologies did not have this
explicit support and were much less often examined by the highway
agencies (as measured by the submission of written reports).

Evaluations Often Not
Comprehensive

Data on the writ.ten (‘1 aluations conducted by states on the selected
technologies suggests that such evaluations often are not comprehensive
in terms of the measlu’cs;. methods, and reporting details. FIILVA and
.AASIITU guidance emphasize the need t,o determine the cost-effectiveness
of alternative pavemrnt strategies and t,o develop life-cycle cost analyses. Except for hot mix recycled asphalt. the written evaluations of field
tests usually did not arldrclss the cost of t,hr technology.
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Fabrics to Reduce
Reflective Cracking

Fabrics to reduce reflective cracking in the rehabilitation of pavements
are polypropylene or polyester. A fabric is placed between the old pavement and the new asphalt overlay. Its intended purpose is to absorb vertical and horizontal movement in the underlying old pavement, thereby
reducing the occurrence of reflective cracks in the new layer of pavcment. (Reflective cracks are caused by movements in the old pavement
that “reflect” through to the new overlay.)
Many types of fabric are available. One design guide lists 30 different
fabric products that can be used. “Petromat” is one of the more widely
used products. This fabric, manufacturtad by the Phillips Petroleum
Company, is a thin, black, nonwoven plastic. Petromat, like the other
fabrics, comes in large rolls that are unfurled over the old pavement
prior to the installation of the new asphalt overlay.

Crack and Seating

Crack and seating is a rehabilitative operation performed on cement
concrete pavements prior to the installation of a new layer of asphalt
pavement. Liktl the fabrics technology. the intended result of crack and
seating is the rrduction of reflective cracking in the overlayed asphalt
pavement. The purposcl of the crack and seating process is to reduce the
movements in the) old pavement that cause the reflective cracks. In the
crack and seating procc~ss,the concrete slabs are first “cracked” into
smaller sized slabS with a hammer, and then these smaller slabs are
rolled over, “sc~atc~l.” with a heavy (N-ton) roller. When the concrete
slabs are cracked into smaller slabs. each slab should shrink less horizontally in cold t,cmpcrature, thereby reducing horizontal movement.
The seating component stabilizes the cracked slabs, further reducing
vertical movement by t he concrete slabs.
The crack and sclatmg operation can vary according to length and width.
For instance, :I-, fi-. or lo-foot. lengths can be produced. while one or
more longitudinal cracks can be used, depending on the desired slab
width. The thicknt,hs of the asphalt placaedover the cracks and seated
pavement can vary as well.

Water Sensitive
Asphalt Mix Design

This technology in\ olves a testing procedure for determining the moisture susceptibility of the asphalt mixtures to be used in pavement
projects. The purI)ose of the procedure is to assess whether the asphalt
is sufficiently impr>rvious to deterioration from moisture. With such a
test, asphalt ident itictl as water-susceptible can then either be treated to
increase its moist) II tl resilience or not, used.
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methodology training, possibly issuing a product evaluation guide, for
state employees. The second approach, now under consideration, would
be the establishment of a national testing and evaluation data center or
network that would facilitate the exchange of reliable information.
uor expressed a concern that the questionnaire we used to poll the states
was too lengthy and broad-based to generate accurate and quantifiable
answers, and a single respondent may or may not be the most knowledgeable about a state’s practices. We believe that our loo-percent
response rate from the states indicates that state officials did not consider the questionnaire too lengthy or too broad. We agree that knowledge varies widely among and within the states. It was for this reason
that we used an expert advisory panel and relied on extensive advice
from FHWA’S research and development offices to help us develop the
questionnaire as well as the wording of individual questions. We then
pretested the instrument in 5 states, including one of the largest with 24
semiautonomous districts, to ensure that the contents and language
were understood and considered acceptable by a wide range of potential
recipients. We were also aware of the respondents’ potential need for
additional expertise from various offices within the state highway agencies Therefore, we encouraged respondents to identify and take advantage of other experts within their states when completing the questionnaire. (See the first two pages of appendix III.) Almost all states (90
percent) reported relying on more than one respondent.
Also, to help ensure the return of accurate and quantifiable answers, we
shared draft copies of our questionnaire with representatives of both
FIIWA and AASH’lO. Both were helpful in notifying the eventual recipients
to help clarify our purpose.
DUI‘also is concerned that 4 of the 6 technologies we used to illustrate
the technology transfer process were not fully developed and proven
and that they are still being evaluated by a number of the states. It is
important to understand that we did not select technologies primarily
for the purpose of evaluating how well they performed or the extent to
which they were usrd or were not used. Rather, we selected the technologies as a vehicle for understanding the state highway agency technology adoption process Accordingly, we purposely selected technologies
that were in varying stages of being tested and accepted or rejected. (See
appendix XI for a discussion of specific selection criteria we used.)
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(“grout”) through these holes. The purpose of this procedure is to stabilize the concrete slabs by providing uniform support to the subbase
underneath them. When stabilized, the slabs are more resistant to a vertical movement process called “faulting,” which causes pavement
deterioration.
TJndersealing can vary by the hole pattern from drilling holes in the
pavement. Which hole pattern to use depends upon the expected location of holes under-neat h the concrete slabs. For example, one pattern
would be to drill Imles throughout the length of the slabs; another pattern would be to concentrate the holes toward the edges of the slabs.
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Numerous tests are available for assessing the moisture sensitivity of
asphalt. One is the ‘*wet-dry indirect tensile test.” This test involves
testing the strength of the asphalt mixture both before and after it has
been immersed in moisture. If the asphalt tested has less than 70 percent of its dry condition strength when wet, t,hen it can be considered
moisture susceptible and c-aneither be treated or not used.

Hot Mix Recycling

Hot mix recycling is a process by which existing asphalt pavement is
recycled for use. The procedure involves removing asphalt from an
existing roadway, recycling the asphalt through a “hot-mix” drum mixing machine, and thtxn applying this asphalt in the rehabilitation or
reconstruction of pavements. There are several purposes for using hot
mix recycling. It can be a cost-effective approach to producing material
for rehabilitation pro,jccW Also. recycling can conserve energy and natural resources.
Recycled asphalt can b<l produced without being mixed with new
asphalt or can be bknded with new asphalt. Numerous blend ratios can
be used, recycled asphalt accounting for 50 to 70 percent of the total
blend.

Retrofit Edge Drains

Retrofit edge drains are drainage systems installed along the shoulder or
“edge” of the pavement as a rehabilitation measure. The intent is to
drain water from undermath the pavement, thereby reducing the deteriorating effect this watcbr csouldhave on the pavement.
Two types of edge drains used are slotted longitudinal pipes and the
Monsanto drainage mat system. Slotted longitudinal pipes consist of perforated plastic pipes placed in an aggregate-covered ditch adjacent to
the pavement,. Lateral outlets are provided periodically along the pipe to
release the water. With the Monsanto drainage mat system, a fabric is
placed vertically along the edge of the pavement, extending down
approximately 12 inches into the ground. The fabric absorbs wat,er from
the pavement section and then releases it away from the shoulder
through flow outkts.

Undersealing

Irndersealing-also
called subsealing-is a rehabilitation process
whereby spaces underneath existing concrete pavements are filled by
drilling holes in the pavement and then injecting a filler material
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US.

GENERAL

ACCOUNTING

OFFICE

SURVEYCONCERNINGTHEUSEOF
HIGHWAY
TECHNOLOGIES

INTRODUCTION

Due to
captured
24-30.

the
in

type
of data
re<.i,
summarized
form
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Advisory Panel Members and Areas
of Expertise

Member

Area of expertise

Mr Gary Byrd
WashIngton,
D C

Strategic HIghway
(SHRP) actwtw

Dr Jon Epps
Reno, Nevada

New hlghway

Mr Fred Fmn
Scott-s Valley. Callfornta

Pavement design, construchon
maintenance,
and research

Mr FrancIs Francols
WashIngton,
D C

State hIghway
admlnlstratlon

Dr Shl% Tayabjl
Skokle, lll~nois

Concrete

Mr Gerald Trtplett
Colleqe Park, Maryland

Asphalt
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Sonr!

6. In which of the following divisions or o~tionai
side? (CHECK ONE.)
1.0

units does your state highway technology transfer office re

Plaluung

5

2. 0 Research and Development

7

3 0 En@neerin$Qeratmm

2

4. 0 Separate Technology Transfer Office
5. cl other (Please Spew)

0
7

___

7. In other than a fomml office, doe your state hIghway agency have full-time or part-time person(s) who have
technology transfer functions?
35

1. 0 Yea
2 0 No (Skip to question

10)

16

8. In which of the fobwing divisicm or orgzsuzat~od umts do the above person(s) (question 7) reside? (PLEASE
PLACE THE NL’MBER OF STAFF LN THE APPROPIUATE BOX.1
I
Division/Unit

FulLtime
staff

Part-time
Stan

t. Plannina
2. Research and Development

-~

--

3. Engmwring!operations
4. Other (Please SpeclW)

9. To what extent. If at ail. does your state hqhway aw~cy use each of the following offices to transfer mformanon about technolo&%? (CHECK 0.W ROX n?R EACH SOL’RCE.)

1. Your own stale Technokgy
Transfer Office
2. Rural Technical
Assistance Program
(ATAP)
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Surer)

1 State hlghway agency
research rewew commmee

2 State hlghway agency
admmstrallve
dtrectlve

policy 0,

3 State hIghway agency
dlstrlctlregwnal

staff

4 Stale hlghway agency
5 Unlverslty

research

6 Slate hlghway agency
New Product Evaluaton
OffICe
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Sonr

Y

Some
Exten
12)

I ,’
Is.
6 Electron~clPC
board

bulle,,n

7 Trade publ,cat,ons

t
I
I

Moderate
Extent
0)

9 Tralnmg courses
10

FHWA RTAP,T? Centers

h

1,

1r

11 Other
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Suns)

Your own state
Technology
Transfer Office

SO”rCeS
1 Your state

7

2 Other state(s)

4

3 AASHTO

2

4. FHWA

Rural Techmcal
ASSl?.ta”Ce
Program (RTAP)
1

1

14

0

5

1

21

7

0

5

1

7

5

1

I

4

2

I(’

8

7

I‘

6

2

‘4

5 Another Federal gOver”ment
agency
6 Prwate industry

Other

9

7 Other (Please Specify)

6. NO formal tramng
9 Not appleable

-

0
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Suney

Organizations

NOW?

l-25

1

23

29

3

7

/ 1

7

21

12

34

12

34

1 State Mater&
Testing
Laboratory (not to I”dude test samples 01
everyday products/l e
standard testing)
2

New Product
oface

Evaluation

31

1

Due to space
restrlctlons,
data
capturing
office/orgarnzatlon
comblntitlons
are
not
in these
categories
range
from
1 to
3.
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C.I+CC~O~L~S primarily
range
from 1 to 4.
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Sun VJ

r

Moderate
EX@ll
(3)

Klse of Evaluations

2 To promote a technology‘s
use statewide
3 To c~n”,nce FHWA of the
mer,ts Of a technology
4 As ,np”t lo FHWA Technology
Transfer program (RTAP.
Demo”stratlo”
pro,ects,
5 As ,nput 10 AASHTO‘s Spew1
Product Evaluation List
Network

Currently

Technology
not
aool,cable

bang
evaluated

2 Crack and seal
(PCCP)

i5

3 fmproved test proce
dues for eater sens111”e asphalt m!x
des,gn (such as the
Lottman Method)

5 Retrof,, edge dra,“s
6 “nderseai,ng,
subsealtng
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Sune’,v

1

1

Organization
New
Product

Evaluation
Method
1 Literature

OffIce

PrlVate
Research
Under
state
contract

state
Research &
Development
OffIG?

Other

re”leW

2. Pool fund study
w,th other states
3 Review of other
state* exper,ence
4 Test sect~onsl
experimental
pWI,LXtS
5 Developer’s
performance

data on

6

provided

lnlormailon
by FHWA

7 Other
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I
2
3
4

-

Of
01
01
Of

Sorvry

Me or no Importance
SOmE Importance
moderate wnportance
great Importance
FabrlcS
to retard
relkctlve

r

craclmg

t:rack
and
seat

water
sensltlve
asphalt
mrx
design

Hot
Mm (AC)
Recycling

I3etroht
edge
drains

Under3eallngi
subsealing

2 First costs
3 Technology would cause
,,“acceptable
costs/delays
mOtOrlSt*
4

Technology d,d not ach,eve
expected results

5

rechnology not compatible
pa51 practces

for

with

6 Change would likely cause a IUS
of employee r,ghts or ,ob secwty
7 Contractor. state or other
personnel lack equpment to
satlslactorlly implement tectlnoiog,
.~
8 Expertise I,. technology appllcatlar
“nava,,ab,e I” state
9 Technology not compat,ble
state’s cmate

with

10 Technology not compat,ble wth
state’s so,, type andlor aggregate:,
11 Mandatory crlterla for award of
contract on the basis of low bid
rnhlblted hIghway agency from
pursung technology
12 Risk 01 hlure

co”s!dered

13 Technology not supported
decwonmakers
14 Experience

too high
by kq

of other states

15 Other (Please Speclly)

-1
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t
2
3
4
5

-

Of
01
Of
Of
Of

Survr)

Me or no fmportance
some Importance
moderate ImportanCe
great importance
vew areat importance
Fabrics
to retard
reflective
cracking

2

Crack
and
seat
(PCCP)

Water
SenSltlYe
asphalt
mx
design
(for
example
Lottman)

Hot
MIX (AC)
Recycling

First costs

Under
SealIngi
Subsealing

Rstroflt
edge
drains

-I-

3 Motorist’s cost/delay
constderabons
4 Technology
results

acha’ed

5 Technology
pract,ces

compatible

expected

-.
with past

:

6 Contractor, state or other
personnel has ewpment
to
sabsfactonly implement
technology
7 Technology compatible
stale’s c,,mate

wth
-

8. Technology compabble wth
state’s soll type and/or
aggregates
--..~9 lmplementabon 01 technology
was easy
--~~
______-10 Key declslonmakers
supported
technology
11

Benehts of technology
observable

12

Experbse ,n technology
appl,cabon was wallable

were

13 Other (Please Specify)
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Sun ry

Fabr
10 ret
reflec
crack

Methods
1 Llteratute

Under~
sealmgl
subseahg

4I

review

27

2 Pool fund study wth other states

I

3 Revnew 01 other states’experlence
4 LaboraWry

1”

tesbng

h

5 Test Sect,ons/experlmentai
projects

20

6 Developer’s

data on performance

7 lnformatlon

prowded

4

by FHWA

21

6 Other (Please Specify)

i
9

Don’t use technology

14

Ii

i
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r

SWW’~

1

Sourrrs

UnderSealing/
subsealing

Retrofit
edge
drains

HO1
MIX [AC)
ReCyCll”g
47

13

15

II

6

1,

1”

10

4 Reports from other State
Departments of Transportation

44

36

74

5 AASHTO

24

12

16

Lb

26

18

7

1”

3

29

12

13

Tran~portatm

6 Industry

R&D Laboratory

represenfatlves

7 Your State DOT New Product
Evaluation Offlce

8

Your State DOT Mater&
Lab

Testing

31

9 Trade assoc~at~o”s
10 YOU, State hlghway lleld staff

‘39

11 TRWNCHRP

1

29

I

30

12 Trade magaanes
13

county

or munlclpal

personnel

14 TRlSlHRlS
15 Peer exchange
16 Other (Please Specify)
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24. If your state has developed infommtmn on cast savings, pieprovide us the amount of cost saving4 for each
technology and tell us what uut of meawrement was used(sawngs per mile, savings per year. etc.). Skip if your
state
hs4 not completed
a study of cmt savmgs

Fabrica to retard
mldiva cracking
Crack and seat (PCCP)

~__

--__

Water sensitive asphalt
mix design (for example,
LOtman)
Hot mm (AC) recycling
Retrofll edge drams
Undemealin@wk3saling
25. What activity. method or product. If any. u bang replaced by the selected technologies” If nothmg was done
prewously. please write “NONE ”
Fabrics to retard
reflective cracking
Crack and seat (PCCP)
Water sens~bve asphail
mix design (for example.
Lottman)
HOI mx (AC) recycling
RetmIlt edge drams
Undersealing/subsealing
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Snnry

Crack
and
%?a1

Far,ors
1

cost savings

2

Performance

3

Other ,Please Spec1tyi

4

NO eYal”a,lOnb

:
!
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Survey

1
28. What problems haa your state encountered in prepuing these estimates? Use additional

29. Please make my other mmmenta you would li!e cmceming your state’s decisionmahg
to highway technologies. use adtitional sheet.9 if IlecessBry.

sheet,

if nv.

actwitie$ with regard
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FY 19R4
a State mafchlng
HP a R funds

amou”!

FY 1985

for

b Amount spent from HP & R
funds on research

d

Estimated total federal
dollars state spent on
research and evaluations
(for example. c~nsfruct~~”
or experImental projects,
FHWA contracts. etc )

e Total spending on 3R14R
actlvltles (state and federal
funds)
f

State only spending
htghway ma,“te”a”ce
WtlYltleS
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DRTA COLLECTION
INSTRUMENT
*.*..t.**t.t*t*ttf*t****“~*~.*...,”,*~**”.*,**...*.*.~*~**~**~.”*
METHODOLOGY

9.

PAGE
REF.

TECHNOLOGY EVALUATED:

L

FABRICS TO REDUCE REFLECTIVE CRACKING
CRACK 6 SEAT ASPHALT OVERLAYS
WATER SENSITIVE
ASPHALT MIX DESIGN
HOT MIX ASPHALT CONCRETE RECYCLING
RETROFITTED
EDGE DRAINS
UNDERSEALING/SUBSEALING
OTHER
10.

PAVEMENT TYPE(S):
_4e
xi2
6

11.

CLIMATE

CONDITIONS

x2
4
7

12.

(CHECK ONE FROM EACH COLUMN)
-

2::
NUT STATED
OR UNCLEAR
VARIABLE
NOT APPLICABLE

METHODS USED TO EVALUATE

I
22
-Al-

I?!?
n
13.

k--

ASPHALT
PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE
BOTH
OTHER __-

e
4
7

TECHNOLOGY:

ik
_ae

(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)

L

LITERATURE
REVIEW
COOPERATIVE EFFORT WITH OTHER STATES
LABORATORY TESTING
TEST SECTIONS WITH SINGLE TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION
TEST SECTIONS WIT" MULTIPLE TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATIONS
USED CONTROL SECTIONS
DEVELOPER'S
PERFORMANCE DATA
OTHER
_

MEASURES USED IN EVALUATION:
2

EL.-

NO FREEZE
FREEZE-THAW CYCLE
HARD FREEZE,SPRING
THAW
NO TEMP STATED OR UNCLEAR
VARIABLE
NOT APPLICABLE

(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)

L

COST EFFECTIVENESS
OF TECHNOLOGY
CALCULATIONS
SHOWING POTENTIAL PERFORMANCE
VISUAL OBSERVATION OF PERFORMANCE/DISTRESS
PHYSICAL TESTS DOCUMENTING PERFORMANCE
NAME(S)

OF -EST(S):
-

0

OTHER

_

2.

ID

(----,-I

c
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DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENT
*.l**t**~****ttt**f~***ttt*tl*I*t**tt**t***,**,,"*.,**.**~"."..*~
BACKGRO”N*~ INFORMATION
1.

__

-

-

- -

PAGE
IIEF.

REPORT NUMBER

---

L

2.

L
TITLE

3.

REPORT TYPE:
CONSTRUCTION
INTERIM
OTHER

11
17
7
4.

DATE

-/-

5.
6.

7.

YEARS
ORGANIZATION

62
1

FINAL
ANNUAL

OF REPORT

OF YEARS STUDY CONDUCTED)

(NUMBER

REPORTING:

-2!?-

STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
OFFICE:
MATERIALS TESTING LABORATORY
34
NEW PRODUCT EVALUATION OFFICE
0
RESEARCH h DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
NOT SPECIFIED
%I
OTHER __
39

4

UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH OFFICE
PRIVATE RESEARCH FIRM
OTHER

EVALUATION

FUNDING

SOURC’E;:

TYPE OF FUNDING
35

FEDERRL HIGHWAY 4DMINISTRATION
k
HIGHWAY PLANNING h RESEARCH
9 EXPERIMENTAL PROJECT
n

DEMONSTRATION

A

POOLED FUNU
CONSTROCTION
NOT SPECIFIFO

0
-11
0

3
--L

62

FUNDING

OTHER FEDERAL
STATE
LOCAL
OTHER
NOT SPECIFIED

AMOUNT

s

PROJECT

FVNDS

FUNDS

s
:
S
S

8.
TOTAL PROJECT FUNDING :
e to the type of data
recelveli,
the
ptured
in summarized
form:
questions

following
1,2,4,5,8,

S
questions
and 18.

k-.are

not

1.
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DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENT
***********t**************t*****~.*********~**********.***~*~*****
RECOMMENDATIONS
16.

DID THE STUDY RECOMMEND "SE
64
10
24

17.

OF THE TECHNOLOGY?

L

NO RECOMMENDATION MADE
RECOMMENDATION MADE AGAINST "SE OF TECHNOLOGY
RECOMMENDATION MADE FOR "SE OF TECHNOLOGY:
2
FOR FULLSCALE STATEWIDE IMPLEMENTATION
19
FOR IMPLEMENTATION
UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS
OR WITH RESERVATIONS:

CRITERIA
APPLY):
1
1
(
_

PAGE
REF.

USED TO DETERMINE

RECOMMENDATION

(CHECK ALL THAT

L

FIRST (30STS
LIFE C' lCLE COSTS
USER C<XTS
PERFORI IANCE RELATED TO:
&

STANDARD TECHNOLOGY NOW USING:

2

COMPARING SIMILAR

PROPRIETARY

FEATURES

:

-

is.

-.A-

SAME PRODJCT ON DIFFERENT
---

9

OTHER:

COMMENTS ON QUALITY

ROAD SECTIONS:

OF EVALUATION:

-

-

4.
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DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENT
*ttt******tftt*****t*****ttttt*****ttftt.**~~***~**.~*~*"******"*
RESULTS

14.

RESULTS
IF

-

TEST/

L

CONTROL METHOD

TEST ONLY METHOD
SATISFACTORY
PERFORMANCE OF TECHNOLOGY
MARGINAL PERFORMANCE OF TECHNOLOGY
UNSATISFACTORY
PERFORMANCE OF TECHNOLOGY
RESULTS INCONCLUSIVE
OTHER

2
-if0
IF

(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)

TECHNOLOGY
PERFORMANCE EXCEEDED CONTROL CONDITION
~~ -'----tOGY PERFORMANCE
TECHNUL
EQUALED CONTROL CONDITION
CONTROL CONDITION
EXCEEDED TECHNOLOGY PERFORMANCE
RESULTS INCONCLUSIVE
OTHER-

In

e
IF

OF EVALUATION:

PAGE
REF.

MULTIPLE

__bL
2
1

TEST METHOD

SOME TEST CONDITION PERFORMANCES EXCEEDED OTHERS
TEST CONDITIONS
PERFORMED EQUALLY
RESULTS INCONCLUSIVE

OTHER RESULTS

15.

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED WITH TECHNOLOGY:

(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)

ti

UNACCEPTABLE DELAYS/COSTS
FOR MOTORISTS
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
EQUIPMENT UNAVAILABLE/TOO
COSTLY
EQUIPMENT MALFUNCTION/BREAKDOWN
CLIMATE INCOMPATIBLE
WIT" TECHNOLOGY
AGGREGATE/SOIL
INCOMPATIBLE
WITH TECHNOLOGY
METHODS FOR APPLICATION
TOO COMPLEX
TECHNOLOGY HAZARDOUS To WORKERS
OTHER
41

NONE SPECIFIED

3.
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State
Oklahoma

Staff

Efforts

Technology transfer office
No technology transfer office
No other staff
Other staff
with
with
No staff with
Staff with
technology
technology
technology
technology
transfer
transfer
transfer
transfer
functions
functions
functions
functions
X
X

Oregon
Pennsylvania

X

Rhode Island

X

South Carolina

X
X

South Dakota
X

Tennessee

X

Texas
X

Utah
X

Vermont

X

Virginia

X

Washington
X

West Vlrglnia

X

Wlsconsln
X

Wyoming

Total
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Technology Transfer Staff-Efforts

State
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
Callfornla
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Dlstrlct

of Columbia

FlorIda
Georgia
Hawall
Idaho
IllIn
IndIana
Iowa

.-

Kansas
Kentucky
Louislana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Mlchlgan
Minnesota
M~ss~ss~ppt
MIssour

~~

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hamoshlre
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolma
North Dakota
Ohio
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Other staff
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X
X
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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X
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of Selected Technologies

Rhode

Crack and
seat

Fabric

State’
Island

and Evaluation

Asphalt mix
design

Y

South Carolina

Y

South Dakota

X

Hot mix
recycling
Y

Edge drains

Undersealing

I~

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

Texas

X

X

X

X

X

Utah

X

Y

X

X

Tennessee

X

Vermont

Y

Y

Y

X

X

X

WashIngton

Y

X

X

X

X

West Vlrglnta

Y
x

x

Virglnla

X

X

Wlsconsln
Wyoming

X

X

X

X

Y

X

Total X

20

11

19

49

25

25

12

19

14

1

13

6

Total Y

li X = state has adopted the‘ technology &her prqect by project or for statewde
Y = state IS currently cvalua’~nr; the technology
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Highway Agencies’ Adoption and Evaluation of
SelectedTechnologies

Fabric
Y
X

State”
Alabama
Alaska
Anzona
Arkansas

X
X

Callfornla
Colorado

Crack and
seat
Y

Hot mix
recycling

Asphalt mix
design

Dlstrlct

of Columbia

FlorIda
Georgia
Hawall

Y
X
X
X
X

Y
Y
X

X
X
X
xX
X
X
x
x
XX
x-

Y
X

llllnols
IndIana
Iowa

X
Y
X

Kansas

Y
Y

Y

Y
YX

Y
X

Massachusetts
Mlchlgan
Minnesota
MISSISSIPPI

Y
X
X
Y
X

-

x
X
Y
X

Y

Maine
Maryland

-

x
Y

Kentucky
LouIslana

Y
X
x
X
X
Y
Y
Y

Idaho

Undersealing
X

Connecticut
Delaware

Edge drains

X
X
Y
X
Y
X
X
x
Y
X
X
Y

X
XX

X
X

x-

X

Y

X
x
X
Y
X
X
X
Y
X
X
Y
Y
-X

MIssour

Y

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico

Y
X
X
Y
x

New York

X
X
X
X
-x

X
X

North Car&a
North Dakota
Ohlo
Oklahoma

Y

Y
X

Y

X

X

Y

Oregon
Pennsylvania

X
x
X

~-

Y
x

X
X

x~

X

X

X

X

-X
X
X

Y
Y

Y
X

X

X

X

x

OX
X

(continued)
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States That Analyzed E&,luations and Their
Levels of Use of SelectedTechnologies

Underset;:

State”

Crack and
seat

Fabric

Asphalt mix
design
X

Arizona
Arkansas

0

Callfornla

X

Colorado

X

Retrofit
edge drains

X

X

X
X

X
X

Total
2
2
6
3
~1
1

X

Georgia
IlllnOlS

X

lndlana

X

Iowa

X

Kansas

0

X

X

Mlchlgan

X

X

X

Minnesota

X

MISSISSIPPI

X

Mlssourl

0

Montana

0

-X
X

X

New York

0

North Dakota

0

PennsylvanIa

X

1
0

X

2

X

X

X

X

4
4

X

3
3
1
1
3
1
1
4
2
2
2
1
4
1
2
3
2
2

X
X
X
X

New Jersey

~0
X-

X

South Carolina

X
X

Tennessee
X

X

Utah
Vermont

X

X

Florida

Texas

subsealing

X
X

Conneckut
Delaware

Hot mix
recycling
X

X

X
X

-0

Vlrglnia

X

WashIngton

0

West Virginia

0

Wisconw

0

X
x

X
-x

X

1

x

Wyoming

X

Total X

13

6

6

21

5

6

Total 0
Total states

10
23

0
6

0
6

0
21

1
6

1
7
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Highway Agencies That Are Evaluating
Technologies but Did Not Submit
Written Evaluations
Agencies
Agencies that
currently
said they had
evaluating
evaluated
the technology
the technology

Technology

Total

Fabnc

2

6

a

Crack and seat

1

14

Asphalt

1

10

Hot mix recycling

1

0

Retrofit

3

6

15
11
1
11

2

3

5

mix design
edge draws

UndersealIng
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Appendix X

The States’ Reasonsfor Using or Not Using the
Six Technologies
Figures X.1 through X.6 show performance and cost criteria the states
indicated were reasons for their use or nonuse of the six technologies
discussed in this report. Figures X.7 through X.12 show physical factors
the states used as criteria for using or not using the technologies.

Figure X.1: Technology

Achieved

Expected

Results as a Reason for Using
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Appendix IX

Highway Agencies Reporting Problems

Technology

evaluation

Fabric

Application
too complex

Equipment
malfunction

Environmental
hazards

Aggregate
and soil
incompatible

Climate
incompatible

Other
technical
problems

4

12

0

5

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

2

Hot mx recycling

9

0

9

0

0

Retrofit

5

0

0

0

1

2

0

1

0

0

0

i

19

13

9

5

2

14

Crack
Asphalt

and seat
rmx design
edge drains

Undersealing

and subsealmg

Total evaluations

5
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Figure X.3: Life-Cycle
40

Number

Costs as a Reason for Using

of State Responses

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Technology

I
m

Of No, Little, or Some Importance
Of Moderate

Importance

Of Great or Very Great Importance
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The States’ Reasons for Using or Not Using
the Six Technologies

Figure X.1: Technology
40

Number

Did Not Achieve

Expected

Results as a Reason for Not Using

of State Responses

35
30
25

Technology

I

Of No. Little, or Some Importance
Of Moderate

Importance

Of Great or Very Great Importance
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The States’ Reasons for I sing or Not Using
t.hr Six Trchnologies

Figure X.5: First Costs as a Reason for Using
40

Number

of State Responses

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Technology

L--l
m

Of No, Llnle, or Some Importance
Of Moderate

Importance

Of Great or Very Great Importance
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The States’ Reasons for ITsing or Not Using
the Six Technologies

Figure X.4: Life-Cycle
40

Number

Costs as a Reason for Not Using

of Stale Responses

35
30
25

Of No. Llnle, or Some Importance
Of Moderate

Importance

Of Great or Very Great Importance
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Figure X.7: Technology
40

Number

Compatible

X

With State’s Soil Type or Aggregates

as a Reason for Using

of State Responses

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Technology

1

Of No. Llnle, or Some Importance
Of Moderate

Importance

Of Great or Very Great Importance
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The States’ Reasons for Using or Not Using
the Sii Technologies

Figure X.6: First Costs as a Reason for Not Using
40

Number

of Slate Responses

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Technology

/

Of No, Little, or Some Importance
Of Moderate

Importance

Of Great or Very Great Importance
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Figure X.9: Technology
40

Number

Compatible

With State’s

x

Climate as a Reason for Using

of Stale Responses

35
30
25
20
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Figure
40

X.8: Technology
Number

Not Compatible

With State’s

Soil Type

or Aggregates

as a Reason

for Not Using

of Slate Responses

35
30
25

Technology

I

Of No, Little, 01 Some Importance
01 Moderate

Importance

Of Great or Very Great Importance
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Comments From the U.S. Department
of Transportation
Note GAO comments
supplementing those in the
report text appear at the
end of this appendix
:

MAY 4 N33

Mr. Kenneth
M. Mead
Associate
Director
Resources,
Community,
and Economic
Development
Division
U.S. General
Accounting
Office
Washington,
D.C.
20548
Dear

Mr.

Mead:

Enclosed
are two copies
of the Department
of Transportation's
comments
concerning
the U.S. General
Accounting
Office
draft
report
entitled,
"Highway
Pavement
Technologies:
The Adoption
Process
from the State
Highway
Agencies'
Perspective."
Thank you for the
have any questions
on 366-5145.

opportunity
concerning

to review
OUT reply,

this
report.
please
call

If
Bill

you
Wood

Sincerely,

Enclosures

L
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Figure X.10: Technology
40

Not Compatible

With State’s

Climate

as a Reason for Not Using

Number of State Responses

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
i

u
ggg

Of No. Llnle, or Some Importance
Of Moderate

Importance

Of Great or Very Great Importance
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Figure X.11: Technology
40

Number

Compatible

X

With Past Practices

as a Reason for Using

of Slate Responses

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Technology
I

1 01 No. Little. or Some Importance
01 Moderate

Importance

Of Great or Very Great Importance
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the Six Technologirs

Figure X.12: Technology
40

Number

Not Compatible

With Past Practices

as a Reason for Not Using

of State Responses

35
30
25
20

-

15

10
5

0

Technology
Of No, Llale, or Some Importance
m

Of Maderate
Of

Greator

Importance
Very Great Importance
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j

First.
has two concerns
with
the report.
The Department,
however.
in reoard
to the ouestionnaire
which
the GAO used
to obtain
we believe
that
it was too lengthy
information
from the States.
and broad-based
to generate
accurate
and quantifiable
answers.
although
the report
adequately
reflects
the analysis
of the
AlSO.
the state
of knowledge
varies
widely
survey
information
provlued.
among and within
the States.
The individual
that
completed
the
questionnaire
in a State
may or may not be the most knowledgeable
there
may be several
person
in that
State.
In larger
States,
semiautonomous
districts
Cup to 24, as in Texas)
with
their
own
and the responses
to the questionnaire
priorities
and practices,
may not be representative
of the state
of the practice
on a
particular
technology.
concern
is that
four
of the six technologies
selected
The second
for review,
namely,
crack
dnd seat,
water
sensitive
asphalt
mix
design,
undersealing/subseal
ing,
and retrofit
edge drains,
are not
fully-developed
or fully-proven
or cost-effective
products
and are
still
bemg
evaluated
oy <i numoer
of States.
More

detailed
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Appendix X1
(hnments
From the I1.S. Drpnrtmrnl
of Transportation

mpartn~ent
on Highway

of

Transportation
Reply
to GAO Report
The Adoption
Pavement
Technologies:
the
State
Highway
Agencies’
PerSPectiVe

Summary

of April
Process

1988
From

of-----GAO Findings

The GAO found for six selected
technologies
(i.e.,
(1) fabric,to
retard
reflective
crackiny,
(2) crack
and seat,
(3) asphalt
mix
(5) retrofit
edge drains,
and (6)
(4)
hot mix recycling.
design.
undersealing/subsealing)
that many elements
or Steps
in the
technology
adoption
decision
process
differ
among highway
agencies
ana the combinations
of those
steps
demonstrate
differences
in
Although
emphases
and priorities
regarding
technology
adoption.
performance
and cost are the most important
factors
In agency
the GAO found
that
there
were
decisions
about
technologies,
highway
agencies
that
used
selected
technologies
regardless
Of
Those agencies
that
have produced
evaluation
performance
results.
evaluations
that
influenced
their
adoption
decisions,
did primarily
base
them on performance
cr~terla.
The GAO also
found
three
general
conditions
about
the decision
process
that
illustrate
the difficulties
inherent
in the adoption
Highway
of cost-effective
technologies
by highway
agencies.
agencies
tend to operate
in an environment
wnere
(1) pavement
and adoption
processes
appear
fragmented,
research,
development,
(2) tne highway
pavement
technology
adoption
process
tends
to vary
and (3) technology
evaluations
by State
as well
as by tecbnoloyy,
are often
less
than compret.enslve
in measures,
methods,
and
reporting
details.
Aadltionally.
the GAO found
that
some key barriers
that
technology
adoption
were opgosltlon
ay key decisionmakers
State,
lmited
expertise
II‘ the technology
application,
of the necessary
eyuipment
The

GAO made

no

Summary

impeded
in the
and lack

recommencidzlons.

of

Degartmertt

of

Transportation

Position

The Department
of Transportation
believes
that
the GAO has
provided
useful
information
which
will
be of further
value
to the
Department,
and has accurately
described
product
evaluation
deficiencies
whicn
exist
in many States.
The Department
does
intend
to approach
this
evaluation
problem
through
two new
initiatives.
The first
would
be research
methodology
training,
including
a possible
product
evaluation
guide,
for State
emyl oyees .
Tne second approach,
now under
consideration,
would be
the establishment
of a national
testing
and evaluation
data center
or network
which
would
facillLate
the exchange
of reliable
information
among the State;.
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,

2
A typical
the relative
costs
must
be considered.
Also.
pavement
cost, is about
$15 per square
yard
in place
for a 10"
which
is less
than the cost Of mOSt living
rOOm
thickness,
Consideration
of alternatives
is a must:
if there
is
rugs.
an option
of using
a paving
fabric
at $3/sq.
yd..
a question
that must be asked
IS whether
2 more inches
(at $1.50/in./sq.yd.j
These are often
difficult
questions
would
be more effective.
to answer.
3.

one of the ways to ensixe
that
the new technologies
will
be
implemented
by the State
highway
agencies
is through
the
Ongoing
dissemination
of reliable
evaluation
Information.
efforts
in Special
Product
Evaluation
Lists
(SPEL) and
Experimental
Projects
are a start,
but have limitations.
There have been several
recommendations
recently
(as a result
of the studies
that
are listed
below)
that
the FHWA establish
Several
options
a national
testing
and evaluation
facility.
One option
is
are presently
being
considered
by the FHWA.
the establishment
of a technical
information
exchange
service
materials
and processes
(excluding
software).
on products,
References
on the test
and evaluation
concept
include
the
following
studies:
a.

Innovations

in

Transportation,

b.

and Staff
RD&T Contract
Program
Review,
October

c.

Ad Hoc Task
ping Report,

d.

National

Workshop

1.

See comment

3

Page l-6.
correct,
addressing

G. Byrd,

Research
Program,
26, 1987.

Force on Asphalt
W. S. Mendenhall,
on Highway

*$cific
__---Now page 12

L.

July

1987.

Office

of

Pavement
Rutting
and StripChairman,
August
14. 1987.
Research,

ASCE,

April

1,

1988.

Comments

While
this
portion
of the report
is substantially
is an oversunplification
of the technologies
pavement
deterioration.
The FHWA has developed
an
B-step
rehabilitation
design
process
that
includes:
(1)
obtaining
available
prolect
information
such as construction
and materials
data,
as-built
design
information,
and
historical
traffic
loadings,
(2) determining
existing
Pavement
conditions
and identifying
distress
types,
amounts,
and severities,
(3) determinlng
the cause of the distress,
(4) developing
feasible
alternatives,
(5) performing
engineering
and economic
analyses
on the alternatives,
(6)
selecting
the best
rehabilitation
alternative
considering
life
cycle
cost,
economic
constraints,
etc.,
(7) ensuring
Proper
design
and construction
of the rehabilitation
strategy,
and (8) provldiw
feedback
on the performance
of
the rehabilitation
technique.
it

--
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Comments From thr I‘S
vf Transportation

Drpartmrnt

DOT's
General
and Specific
Comments
on the GAO Draft
The Adoption
Process
Hiyhway
Pavement
Technologies:
the
State
Highway
Agencies'
Perspective
General
___---1.
See comment

1

Report
from

--

Comments

One concern
the outset

the Federal
Highway
Administration
(FHWA) had at
of the study
was over the six technologies
As early
as January
14,
1987,
in a
selected
for study.
meeting
with
FHWA personnel
to discuss
the proposed
the GAO was advised
questionnaire
to be used in the review,
that
a number of the technologies
were still
not fully
Proven
For
and were
still
being
evaluated
by several
States.
there
are still
many questions
relative
to the
example,
What
performance
and cost-effectiveness
of "crack
and seat."
type of pavements
are
best
suited--plain
jointed,
reinforced
How thick
an overlay
Jointed,
continuously
reinforced?
should
be placed?
What is the appropriate
structural
The FHWA,
coefficient
to use in the design
of the overlay?
1s currently
addressing
these
many
along
with
the States,
Important
concerns.
Another
example
LS "Water
Sensitive
Asphalt
Mix Design."
It
two new tests
became
available
to test
was only
recently
that
for water
sensitivity
of asphalt
mixes.
Others
existed
but
by the industry
for good reasons-were not fully
accepteo
they dia not always
give
the correct
results.
Even with
these
new tests,
remains
doubt
in some minds
that
there
still
they will
always
give
accurate
results.
The status
of the development
and performance
of "undersealing/subseallng"
and
"retrofit
edgedrain"
technologies
is
sirnllar
to the two lust
cited.
For this
reason,
the FHWA
questions
the selection
of these
four
technologies
for
inclusion
on a questionr.aire
that
was designed
to provide
Iriiti+liutlon
on tneir
au,ption
and use.

See comment
Now appendix

The definitions
of the bu
technologies
contained
in Appendix
of the draft
report
are not technically
accurate.
If these
definitions
were used in connection
with
the questionnaire
or
interviews,
they could
have perhaps
misled
people
into
furnishing
inaccurate
answers.
For example,
hot mix
r
recycling
is defined
as that
produced
in a drum mixing
machine.
It is estimated
that
at least
50 percent
of all
recycled
mixes
today
are not manufactured
in a "drum mix
but
in what
industry
calls
a "batch
type plant."
plant,"

2
I

2.

II

One must
treated
technology
process
technique
inltlal
because

also
consider
cost-effectiveness,
which
is properly
in the GAO report.
However,
even if the life
of a
(treatment)
could
be defined,
the advantages
of a
could
be missed
until
the State
(contractor)
uses the
often
enougn
to reach
economies
of scale.
Often
eXperimenta
treatments
are exceedingly
high-priced
of the uncertalrty
involved.
For instance,
initial
Jobs
using
epoxy
coverer.
rebars
went for $.40/lb.
but
today
YO for about
$.15/U).
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4
Now page 18
See comment 8.

6.

The PHWA*s guidance
to field
offices
COnCerning
Page l-17.
pavement
management
is reflected
in the references
cited
The FHWA is currently
preparing
a technical
advisory
above.
on pavement
management
to assist
field
offices
in implementing the pavement
policy
once it is approved.

Now page 19

7.

Guidance
concerning
design
of rehabilitation
Page l-18.
It is
projects
is contained
in the draft
pavement
policy.
essentially
unchanged
from that
contained
in former
Administrator
Barnhart's
memorandum
dated
November
15, 1983.

8.

In using
new technology,
private
industry
This is particularly
takes
a strong
position.
in fabrics
and preformed
edge drains,
which
are being
This
promoted
by international
petrochemical
industries.
push is almost
absent
in the use of the other
technologies.
Some industries
in the past
have done massive
promotions.
both
technically
and politically,
to Sell
their
products.
exlsted
which
later
only
to find
that
inherent
problems
This
problem
iS
caused miles
of prematurely
failed
pavement.
very
much akin
to those
that
result
in recalls
in products
However,
since
the States
have no
sold
to the public.
recourse
in obtaining
satisfaction.
the uSers have become
quite
calloused
and conservative
in their
"show me" attitude.
There has been some industry
push for crack
and seat,
and it
may explain
the moratorium
described
on this
page.

See comment

9

Now page 35

Page

3-4.

sometimes
evident

the GAO report
points
to the need for more
In addition.
more coordination,
and more technology
transfer
in
education,
the highway
industry,
particularly
among the users.
The DOT
continues
in its
efforts
to convince
people
of the values
of
some of these
technologies
and to help
them put them into
Despite
the difficulties
wnich
seem to exist
in
practice.
getting
new technologies
into
practice,
there
has been
progress
as illustrated
in the Transportation
Research
Board’s
(TRB) booklet
entitled
"Research
Pays Off."
Now page 37
See comment

Now page 43
Now table 3 8 on page 43
See comment

9.

The use of hot mix recycling
as shown on a
Page 3-8.
national
map indicates
that
West Virginia
has used this
technology
previously
but
not now, and that
Louisiana
is
still
evaluating
its
use.
A check with
the FHWA's field
offices
indicates
that
both States
allow
the use of hot mix
recycling
on all
their
projects.
Louisiana
indicated
it
concluded
years
ago that
this
was a viable
and attractive
highway
rehabilitation
strategy.

10.

Page 3-27.
Table
3.8 on this
page is very
confusing
and
difficult
to understand.
Subjective
anSwers
are quantified,
but the information
is still
subjective.
The use of tenths
is meaningless.
The essence
of the data
is what is important.
Use of LOW. _Medium, and High could
improve
the
presentation.

IO

11
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3
Now pages

13-14

See comment

Now page 16
See comment
Now pages
See comment

2.

The description
of the Research
and
Paqes l-8
through
l-12.
Technolow
Transfer
(T2) programs
on these
pages are much too
;he-FHWA
does far more than just
--AS an example,
general.
look at progress
reports
and the final
reports
for Highway
Annual
work
programs
and
Planning
Research
(HPRI studies.
individual
study
plans
are submitted
to the FHWA for review
Extensive
technical
guidance
and coordination
and approval.
with
researchers
of similar
studies
is done by FHWA technical
The Nationally
Coordinated
Program
(NCP) is the
reviewers.
The
overall
framework
by which
the research
is coordinated.
umbrella
of the NCP covers
all
highway
research,
including
(HPR and 100 percent
State),
National
that
done by the States
Cooperative
Highway
Research
Program
(NCHRP),
Strategic
Highway
Research
Program
(SHRP) and other
agencies.
The T2
activities
include
a wide variety
of publications
including
the NCP report,
Public
Roads magazine,
one- or two-page
technical
summaries,
training
materials
and brochures,
in
addition
to technical
reports.

3.

Pages l-12
and -13.
Experimental
Projects
title
is The National

4.

Discussions
relating
to
l-15,
5-2.
and ES-2.
Pages l-14,
First
of all.
SHRP on these
pages need some clarification.
highly
focused
contract
research
SHRP is a short
term,
~11 elements
of the critical
areas
cannot
be funded
program.
by SHRP and several
are being
done by the FHWA as a part
of
development
of Calcium
Magnesium
its
research
program,
1.e..
Acetate
(0%)
as an alternate
deicer
and corrosion
protection
While
SHRP has
of prestressed
concrete
bridge
elements.
major
efforts
in the pavement
area,
work goes beyond
pavements and includes
protection
of concrete
bridge
cement
and concrete
in highway
pavements
and
components,
chemical
control
of snow and ice,
maintenance
structures,
cost effectiveness
as well
as asphalt
characteristics
and
long-term
pavement
performance.
The SHRP is a research
it does not Include
tecnnology
transfer
activities
program:
as such.
Research
results
are to be in a form that
can be
highway
agency.
The FHWA has a role
directly
used by a State
in the administration
and fiscal
management
of SHRP, but it
does
not approve
SHRP study
proposals.

4.

5
16, 17, 56. and 2
6

Now page 18
See comment 7

5.

of
Tne title
Tabulation,
Experimental
----

the cited
publication,
The
is incorrect.
The correct
Projects
Tabulation.

1t is inappropriate
to quote
from the June 1981
Page l-16.
FHWA Notice
on Pavement
Management
since
it was cancelled
On
the concept
quoted
is still
valid
March 23, 1987.
However,
and is conveyed
by the issuance
of FHWA's draft
Pavement
Policy
(Notice
of Proposed
Rulemaking
January
26, 1988,
Federal
Reqister
Page 20411 which would require
all
State
highway
agencies
to have a comprehensive
pavement
management
system
within
4 years
after
its
issuance.
Reference
should
also be made to the American
Association
of State
Highway
and
Transportation
Officials
(AASHTO) Guidelines
on Pavement
Management
which
has been accepted
by the FHWA.
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Appendix XI
Cmnmmts From the l..S. Drpartmwt
of Transportation

The following are GAO’Scomments on the Department of Transportation’s May 4, 1988. Icttcr.

GAO Comments

1. As we explain in chapter 5, to better understand the technology adoption process, we purposely selected a range of technologies that were in
varying states of being tested and accepted or rejected for general use.
In asking our advisory panel for help in selecting technologies to demonstrate that process, we suggested the criteria of “more than a handful of
states have had experience with it” and “technology appears to be successful and important for states to be trying.”
2. We did not furmsh a set of definitions to the states to use in responding to the questionnaire. Rather, the definitions in appendix I were
culled from the evaluations that the states sent back to us.
3. We agree that the eight-step rehabilitation design process is a comprehensive framework for looking at the entire rehabilitation process. IIowever, our discussion focuses on only part of that process-specifically,
the major factors used by engineers to select appropriate technologies
(see page 12).
4. Because of the c,omplex relationship between federal, state, and local
highway agencies. and the often misunderstood basis for financing highway projects. WCpublished a separate briefing report entitled Highway
Technology: The Structure for Conducting Highway Pavement Research,
GAO:PEMD-RX-%HK
(November 1987). Rather than repeat that discussion in
this report, we bar-(3provided readers with a reference to it on page 13.
5. The citation, now. on page 16. has been changed.
6. A detailed discussion of SIIKP’Srole and objectives is contained in the
briefing report referred to above. We have added SHRP'S three nonpavement specific areas of concentration. That SIIKP was designed as a
research program, rather than a technology transfer activity, is also
explicitedly notctl. See pages 17 and 56.
7. The reference, now on page 18, has been changed.
8. The text, now or1page 18, has been changed
9. The change has been noted in comment eight.
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5
Now page 50
See comment 1.
Now t+4 3 on page 50

11.

The technologies
selected
are not all
fullyPage 4-10.
of
The variability
cost-effective
products.
developed,
success
of the technologies
is pointed
out in Table
4.3.
While
39 installations
exceeded
control
or were satisfactory.
This
marginal
or inconclusive.
another
47 were only
equal,
wide discrepancy
in results
reflects
the variability
among
the States
from environmenr,
local
materials,
installation
it is hard to generalize
procedures,
etc.
Hence,
conclusions.
Some of these
technologies
can be considered
as
by the designer
to use, as appropriate,
or as a
"tools"
particular
project
(joo)
in a systems
approach,
such that
all
parts
work together
synergistically
to prevent
failure.
For
instance,
it is foolish
to use retrofit
edgedrains
if all
Joints
are not sealed
to keep as much water
out of thepavement
as possible.
Hence both must be done to be
successful.

Appendix

12.

Appendix
G and footnotes
throughout
the text
should
standard
highway
definitions
from AASHTO, TRB, etc.
of nontechnically
accepted
definitions
reduces
the
credibility
of the report
with
hiyhway
people.

G IS now

the glossary
See comment

12
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-

Asphalt

A variety of bitumen found in nature or obtained by evaporating petroleum into a brown or black tarlike substance that is mixed with sand or
gravel and used for paving.

Concrete

Sand and gravel bonded together with cement into a hard, compact substance and used in making bridge and road surfaces.

Design (Performance)
Period

The time in which an initially constructed or rehabilitated pavement
structure will last (c)r perform) before ceasing to be of service; also
referred to as the, “cltsign period.”

Life-Cycle Costs

All costs (and, in the complete sense, all benefits) involved in the provision of pavement dllring its complete life cycle; includes construction,
maintenance. and rc>hnbilitation.

Pavement Distress

Pavement probkms sl1c.has raveling, faulting, cracking, and rutting
caused by moistllr(>, frc>cze-thaw, traffic* loading, and so on.

Pavement Management,

All the activities in planning, designing, constructing, maintaining, evaluating. and rehabilitating a pavement.

Pavement Performance

“Functional perf’ormance” is how well pavement serves the user in
terms of riding comfort or ride quality. “Structural performance” is the
physical condition of a pavement in terms of cracking, faulting, or other
conditions that at’t’c,c*tload-carrying capability.

Rehabilitation

Work to extend t lrt, service life of an existing highway; may include the
placement of additional surfacing material or the complete removal and
replacement of t hcbpavement structure or other work necessary to
return an existing roadway, inchtding shoulders, to structural or functional adequac)

Serviceability

The ability. at a gi\ en point in time: of a pavement to serve the traffic
(automobiles and 1rucks) being driven along it.

-
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10. Responses from both states have since been verified, and their
replies were found to be correctly reported.
11. The table title has btten clarified, and tenths of a percent are no
longer reported.
12. Because our report was written for a broad audience, we have purposely used nontechnic
definitions and limited our use of technical
highway terms.
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Technology Adoption

The decision by a highway agency,to use a technology.

Technology
Implementation

The process by which a technology becomes part of the permanent
standard practice of a highway agency, including variables influencing
the process.

Technology Transfer

The process by which research, information, and new technology are
turned into useful processes, products, and programs.

Traffic Load

The weight and volume of mixed st,reams of traffic calculated by estimating the number of equivalent single axle loads that, for the performance period, represent the cumulative number from the time the
roadway is opened to traffic to the time serviceability is reduced to minimum value.
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